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+t effect ” of Mr. Burke's performance.

uttered through all that event-
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——

OF PORTLAND.

The census of the inhabitants of Portland,

Me., just’ completed, shows

relieved ‘the suppressed

hodern seryice, would be a greater sarcasm

the

16,062

and 18,358 females, =total, 34,420,
crease of 3,007 in five years,
STATE

males
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in-

CONVENTIONS.

Conversation.
only the sunny side of irony and
On Wednesday, the Democratic
State
at
§ ons
is as inseparable from ‘them as
Convention of €alifornia, in session in San
There is, no doubt, something
of profit Francisco, nominated William Trwin for
sunshine. Wie are not wiling
in
all
good
conversation.
Goethe
used to governor. The same diy the: Iowa Repuby
that.nobod laughed when the
boast that

Pharisees, rending their flimsy masks into

notes of banks organized under acts of
(Congress, secured by the deposit of United
States bonds at the Treasury in Washing-

A

A shout of laugliter followed

this sally, which

As it that fact alone did not,in the eye of law
Our currency is wholly a paper currency. and reason, make them presen tly and conSpeaking generally it consists, first, of gov- tinually redeemable, and thus highten and
the promise
ernment notes, notes bearing
extend the dishonor!
:
of the United States to pay, with no time of
I
can
not
enter
upon
any
discussion
of
payment fixed and without interest, and
the means of restoring our carrency, nor
made a Jegul tender at par for all debts
should I here if time permi(ted.
It is
on imports
second,

who sit next to them.

the

blood.”

pause ensued after the orator had spoken a
“ You have thrown
while in this strain.

Master so often discomfited the hypocritical

public and private except duties
and interest cn the public debt;

cajoling is

tatters. We are sure that we should have
laughed from sheer satisfaction over the
triumph of (he truth, Were the Ritualists
of to-day so sorely pressed by the Master,
some Low-churchman or Dissenter could.

he

never

conversed

wilh

any

one, however small his mind, however low
his cultivation, who did not give him some

not help erying out, ‘* Good !. Strike them

again.” The Oriental mind is quicker in its
question of shame and honor. % Do we not perceptions of the relations producing satire
feel the decision in our pulse? If if throws and humor than the Western ; and we have
no light on the brain, does it not kindle a no doubt that sympathizing Jews not only
|
fire at our hearts? And shall not our profes- Jaughed, but cheered the Master upon
sion with all its influences, practical, conser- every victory over these bigoted, relentless
=
vative,progvessive,shall not the whole broth- hypocrites.
EE
Se eR
5, 40, Th JE
REET
ERE
erhicod of scholars, that vast and swelling
Thought in Art.
throng who gratefully acknowledge their
obligations to this venerable and gracious
We take the following extract, which is
mother, bind themselves by vows that may
especially applicable to us as a people, from
not be forgotten or broken, to-the great
Le
Scribner's Monthly :
workzof holding up the nation to the disin the
enough for us, I trust, to know that it is *“ a

instructive hint

or

uselul

sen:ation;

and

Bacon has pointed out: that whereas reading makes a full man, and writing an exact
man, conversation maxes a man ready ,and
is therefore—apart (rom information gain-

ed—a good exercise in
the whole they are
talk for gain, either
listeners¥—they are
tion-is best when it

training.

But

on

not good talkers who
to thernselves or their
Conversaoppressive.
is an unrestrained bab-

ble, and ceases to be so with

any

kind

of

lican - State

Convention,

at

Des

Moines,

nominated Samuel J. Kirkwood
for governor.

SOUTHERN PROSPECTS ENCOURAGING.

It is stated on good authority that the
business prospects in some parts of the
South are more promising. The outlook in
the long suffering States of Louisiana and’
Arkansas are especially encouraging.

|

'

The

farmers and planters are expecting ‘good
crops, and trade is moderately active.

REDEMPTION OF LEGAL TENDERS.

wo

Secretary Bristow directed. the Treasury,
on Tuesday, to withhold $1,292,420 of legal

settled purpose. A Socratic dialogue, as
reported by a Plato, and translated by a tenders from the ‘available balance of the
NEW ONE, can have the two. copies of the paper at
Jowitt, may be pleasant to read; but long- Treasury, and to destroy’ the same. . The
government except inmands against (he
$4.50, strictly in advance.
;
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Eswinded discussions in society are a nui- amount of ‘the United States notes out:tandas
guaranteed
fobt, and
tablishment, in obtgining subscribers, cotlecting ar- terest on theypublic
If there is ing and to be used as a circulating medium
sance,/and ruin conversation.
reg mption by the governJearagea, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
ultimate
their
to
this they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
anything more ‘deadly to conversation than shall not exceed $375,770,580.
mgnt itself.
v
they receive, except on money sent for clubs; then
RAPID TRANSIT.
it is proper that the subgcribérs should pay the comhotargument, it is the monologue of a :
How neatly dog such a currency come
mission, if any is desired.
by the Pacific mail steamteas
of
cargo
A
thought
of
absence
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a
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of
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NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
at
lence on all around, or the great wit,
mass of pictures shown
money ? In the first place, its circulation is progperity and the vindication of its
'.
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in
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the
24,
in
?
artists
“
our
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scold
we
and
who
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in
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expectahibitions,
It has no intrinsic value. by the speedy restoration of a -sound\and
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or wholly forced.
being
83
days
runuing
time,
the
fastest
on
newspapers for not giving us something tion, but is” himself silent, because there
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is By force of “statute alone
the government hoaest currency ?
J
responsible for the piyment
The teas were brought to San
In this record.
more intellectual ; but ave we not a little is no thing to draw him out.
he
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2. If a
notes are
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|
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How
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latter
case
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that
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thought
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effect,
though
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effect
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only
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IFimor.
wt
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken trom
is secured by their receivability for dues to
‘England
the office or not.
|
¥
none, bat don’t know what it is. amusewent, is suicidal. Ary one who can freight or passengers could re
| have
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
——
the government, and their payability for |
like a
looks
This
Japan.
from
days
in"42
among
newspapers and periodicals from the post-oflice, or
common
more
mistake
no
is
remember Dickens or Thackeray in mixed
There
The whole
removing and leaving them unealled for, is prima
dues from the government.
takes this view of the
the
of
rian
favor
Presbyte
in
The
India
East
in
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
* public than to suppose
company can‘réemember some such failure. revolution
body of this currency rests on the faith - and uses to which humor and even satire may painters and their
American
route.
literaallegory,
means
They were admirable talkers, yet in strange
jyinait of the government —the government be applied, by those called to preach the that thonght in art
PUBLIC RECEPTION TO NEAL DOW.
ture, or what not. How few there are company they would shut up in the most
notes Wreetly, the natienal bank notes gospel:
»
:
recwho
painters
the
or
public
the
among
National Temperance Society of New
banks,
marvelous
way,
while,
at
the
same
time,
The
the
| primarily, in a certain sense, on
There is much unreasonable captiousness ognize the thought that goes to ‘the right their very presence would paralize the con- York City tendered a public ‘reception and
nt
governme
the
on
finally
and
| but really
—.
on this subject by certain pious people, who portrayal of a simple flower; who know
re
:
[ssociaIt is rare, welcome to the Hou. Neal Dow,
versation of thosg around them.
| which holds the capital or the banks investthink that piety is sanctified stupidity, and the
1875.
inteiise,
the
mastery,
mental
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MMlysis,the
be
to
evening.
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conversation
on
serious
Hall,
a
tign
for
indeed,
_ led
in its bonds.
:
|
.
that harping on one string is the only prop- refined application, the realization of char- thoroughly effective except in a lele-a-lete, Dodge, President, introduced the guest of
sound
a
money,
| To be a fair substitute for
Such
er expression of accegtable worship.
Content.
acter, that bring about the living presentand it must be confessed that much of “its the evening, Mr. Dow described his workand honest currency, these (wo classes of persons would tell us, with the greatest
wayside
sturdy,
graceful,
some
of
ment
It was stated long ings in Great Britain, He made every pos- .
charm lies in egotism.
| paper should possess at least the two quali- gravity, that Jesus often wept, but never |
:
BY
HERMAN.
growth.
ago
by
Rochefoucauld
that
if the stupid talk sible endeavor to have the permissive bill
out,—fixity
pointed
| ties of money already
smiled ; and, therefore, weeping ought to be
sense
ready
too
the
whether
If, in a life of aimless, weak endeavor,
wonder
We
of Tovers is delighfful, it is chiefly because passed, but he was opposed by a number of
of value and universal acceptableness. We a pious luxury, while smiling or laughing
comthe
through
One word of mine has cheered an aching heart,
distributed
humor
of
nothing isso pleasantas to talk to owr- the heads of the government, among whom
acseen that their only
aiready
have
are but modified glares from the pit. Such munity, in connection with the modern selves; and he added, that herein also lies were Mr.Gladstone and the Home Secretary,
1f, 'iong the deeds that are forgotten never,
fixity
they
Have.
ceptableness is forced.
One act of mine shall have a humble part;
statements about the Master are unreasonaousness, and the modern comthe charm of confession—the penitent has Mr. Bruce. The former went straight
of value? They have no intrinsic value. ble assumptjons, without a shadow. of sup- self-consci
If such reward has blest my feeble labor,
whatof
suspicion
practical
against it, and the latter was bold enough
and
monplace
the pleasure of talking about himself.
Aside from (his, two elements are certainly port.
If a sinless Being, wearing our patAmong the workers I will gladly toil,
has
idealism,
or
of enthusiasm
The seductions of this egotism are so po- to state that ** we want to give this measure
| indispensable to any approach to fixity of ure, without nu shadow of change in the ever savors
Well pleased, if thus I benefit my neighbor,
man
a
If
|
!
painters
our
upon
effect
its
tent
and so well’ understood that masters a crushing defeat, so that it shall never be
not
or,
Or sow one seed that falls in fruitful soil.
| value, first, convertibility into coin,
even flow of inherent happiness, becaus?
he
idea,
art
the
pursues
purely
and
of
social
influence always turn .it to ac- introduced on the floor of the House of
resolutely
Ea
AS
second, a fixed, limited amount or quantity, without sin, would not laugh, who would?
The Liberal party, said
is
there
and
at;
count.
The late Bishop of Winchester was Commons, again.”
knows bie will be laughed
| Are they gonvertible into coin ? They are For laughter is the sunlight of happiness.
On the Currency.
taint in his a first rate talker; but he knew human na- the speaker, is the one which tears us; but
century
nineteenth
certain
a
| not. Is their quantity or volume otherwise If Jesus never smiled, because it was ina
the situation, notwithhim not only ashamed
ture too well to be always talking, and he as we are masters of
by the will of Congress. compatible with his character and mission,’ blood which makes
Only
limited?
are distinctly
doctrines
our
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standing
little
a
just
but
|
others,
by
ivat
to be laughed
made a point of getting people t&F™alk
An able and scholarly oration was-dei
| Government notes may be issued without { then the habe which smiles in its mother’s
must and will
to each other, we
opposed
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at
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to
inclined
South
with
of
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while
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ered by Governor
National bank notes may be author- | face in church ought to be shaken, and carlimit.
.
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.
»
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A cable despatch from Prague announces
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of . the Legal | as a proposition
crack-brained ardor of the old days. Ile is thus drew out were far more pleased to
Relatiions and Present Duties
must be the character of such a currency |. cin,
New
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)
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death of Ferdinand I., ex-Emperor of
thrifty
Affairs.
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|the
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and
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a
.
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Life
4
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than
Public
our
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listener
a
to
for
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Profess
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any fair sense a substitute for
:
in
Our Lord was the man of sorrows, and
Isit
:
:
in that city, on June 29th, of lung
Austria,
|!
him
foreYork artist of this year of grace, 1875.
listen to all his eloquence; they left
The currency question has risen into the
| goonainted with griet; but he would have
unstable
ld
is
It
|
currency
2
Ie was the eldest son of Francis disease.
|
ON€Y,
|
full
so
and
and
day
the
of
themselvesfor.
of
well
issues
so
{hinkiug
if he hud never laughed,
most rank of the living
| and inconvertible,-unstable beeafise depend- | een neither
of Germany, was born April
|
Empetor
|I.,
preBishop
not
the
if
Burke's
Conservatism.
{hat
e,
nt,
importanc
importa
own
au
their
of
play
to
promises
ing as to its volume solcly on legislative | <5 5w would have been his normal condi- |
g his fatler on the
succeedin
{
.
1793,
—
19,
.
|
of
for
*
ART ar
won more upon them by the flattery
OAR
dominating, part in our public affairs
artis]
H
as ajo, and it would have. been with him |
rtible,
because
enactment,—inconve
2, 1835. le abMarch
Austria,
of
Barke’s
throne
|
of
he
We
give
below
that
than
speaks
thus
egotism
their
Paton
James.
some time to come,
seeming {o €ijyy
.crosstherefore,
and the national banks
“of life;
old subscribers.
Any subscriber who

iy

see their insidious purposes; I see that

object of all their

faith, because no time is fixed for payment?

Sarrency ?

.

‘* When they smile,” said he, other passengers to stand, and .use their
“I see blood trickling down their faces; I elbowsas implements of torture to those

absurdity.

at day of terrific contest on Carmel for
od and the right? To think that the auence sat up stiff as statues, with faces as

of money, or of a currency which is an
honest substitute for money, are, to name
no ‘more here, fixity ot value and universal

they will be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be defront the amount due,when thus sent. Agents
ducted
are particularly requested to make their remittances

memblr, and proceeded to declaim against | the lengthwise seals they often take onethe unhappy exiles in the highest style of half more room than they pay for, forcing

pledges its faith to make provision at the | * A bridle for the ass, and a rod for the
earliest practicable period for the re- bars back.” How else could Elijah have
démption of thé United States notes in done his work ? How unspario gly he plied
e whip with knotted lashes ? What corn,
coin.
ore terrible than jets ‘of burning lava!
Ilas that pledge been kept ? Has a single
bat ridicule! what matchless
hugor
practicable
step
been
tuken
towards
keepadequat® sub-

money,
or
money
itself.
It
does
not necessarily mean the restoration of
gold and silver as the sole circulating medium ; it does mean, at the least, the restoration of a circulating medium which

frank-pledge of the nation"?
So far from
it, how many of our leading public men are
Rev... D.STEWART, Publisher
now engaged in persuading the nation that
remittances or
all letters on business,
Bo whom
such a pledge means nothing! What. demmoney, &e., should be sent. In writing to this oflice acceptableness.
Unquestionably,
gold
and
the name of the State should always be given.
agogue
is it who adjures us to cling to our
for publication’ silver coin possesses these qualities.
All communications: designed
It is
to the Editor, DOVER, N. H.
should be addressed
*
blood-stained
greenbacks”? Ah! if blood
money, and it is suited to the functions of a
Terms: $3,00 per yer; or if paid strictly IN AD
VANCE, -$2,50
circulating medium. Gold and silver coin was the only stain they bore, we might look
on them without shame, but they are stain“IREMITTANCES must be made in money or- forms no appreciable part of our present
When neiders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible.
currency, and the question is, have we .a ed to-day with our vatioval ‘dishonor! Og
ther of these can be procured, sead the movey in a
to
obliged
are
Postmasters
All
letter.
registered
current substitute which possesses the un-| who is it that with contemptible ingenuity,.{,
register betters whenever requested to do go.
and honest tells us there is no dishonor, ao breach of
oneys thus sent will be at our risk, Otherwise disputed requisites of a sound

as the rule,
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|
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the
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- | appeal to history ? It has but one voice, re- all seen
g in its present require
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i
.
.
|
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s
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ments, that [ can nots altogether omit its
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Never
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a
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country.
and
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Neither humot nor sat| try which could more illy afford than- our than in the other?
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and for
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wined by whom used,
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a
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It
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what
necesso wide and delicate, with so many
not a
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tion and regulation of the legal currency ot
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Mirihfu
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so
are
either
cura
such
of
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the country is one of the undisputed pow- sary
indicaeduess
long-fac
nor
state of badness,
reney will reach their highest aggravativn
ers of the national government, a power
e words of our tive of a state of goodness, as the Saviowr’s

Conservatism,

|

of wealth, vor threaded the historical mazes

which illustrate its great laws.

There

are

aspects too, of the question whic chalThe splendid
lenge only our moral sense.

and

gfparful invective against the Pharisees,

for

money.

The

1789

in

The outbreak of the Revolution

by

disaster

—

be-swayed

current

national existe

for

the whole man, to the exercise of every
| sanctified faculty and emotion whereby men
can be influenced for good ; aud what God

by

people's school developed in every parish,
and the educated class intensely alive to

has cleansed let no man call common or ug-

clean. The mischief is in the inopportuneness and selfishwess directing as to time,

-

was

ever

wiser in

Joseph,

he

Dee. 2,

has taken

no

Captain Rice, vecently arrived irom Lower
revo'ution
the
that
reports
following | (lifornia,

boorishuess

Narragansett ‘is there looking

and would be set down to his || can interests.
can not use, and therefore they will be | is disreputable
of the worst breaches of
Some
discredit.
inan
have
who
men
by
ANOTHER ESSAY FROM MR.
usually governed
occur in the cars.
however,
politeness,
Great Britain
We learn’ from a London
terest iti misleading them.
There, among strangers, the man who bas the
Contemporary Review
was nearer a republic than any other nation
all his politeness, retrenches and article from Mr. Gladstoue,
in Europe ; but England, too, needed anoth- spent
He begins the Church of England Worth
the strictest economy.
er cenfury to get the tap-room xeduced, the practices

| this very thing, abundantly attests,
We have the conviction that when God
| calls a man into the ministry, he calls
| peither the lachrymose nor stolid alone, but

None

time

which.

REVOLUTIONARY MEXICANS.

Cars.

eo

quite a number of places where

by arts which honest intelligence,

the *¢ folly
idiots. ”
Edmund

of heaping

Burke

importance

upon

who,

more

was the man

from

the

authorized

which

the summary expulsion from
of foreigners suspected by the

the

the

looked at nothing.

He was alarmed even at the
monarchy.
influx of Frenchmen into England, flying
from La Lanterne, andhe gave vehement
support to the Alien Act,

taking

whole

seat

be

when

Alter summing

kingdom

governmeut.

The car started,

ngland,

and

one

the

Ameri:

GLADSIONE..
despatch

publishes

that

an

entitled, “Is

Preserving?”

arguments on both

In Bohemia, Moravia, Corinthia, the

but no

and Bernat, floods have occurred with some
loss of life and great destruction of property. Many bridges have been carried
away, thousands of cattle drowned, and the
crops in several districts are totally ruined.
In regard to France, special despatches to
the London 7%mes say that 900 persons
perished in the flood at Toulouse alone, and
the outbreak of an epidemic is feared. It is believed that 2,600 houses have been
swept away. The damage is estimated at
from twelve to fifteen millions sterling.
The London News special telegram says
that the lowest estimate of deaths in the
flooded districts is 2,000. It is proposed to

seat was offered the lady who was neither
She
very young nor very handsome.
asked one of the men if the seat beside

was taken.

* Yes, ” he'replied in a

smothered growl.
bead when: she

him

half-

The next man shook his
ventured

to

remove

his

allowed her
Vehement ? Some of his sentences read like baggage. The thixd.passenger
way that
uncivil
an
such
in
but
lunacy. It was in the course of this de- to sit down,
the seat
find
to
seemed
woman
poor
the
ocbate thut the celebrated dagger scene
another at
took
and
needles,
with
stuffed
wild
A
satirized.
curred which Gilray bas
opportunity. The passenger
tale reached his ears of he manufacture of the earliest
was engaged rode alone
seat
his
said
who
am
for
the
use
of
daggers at Birmin
‘French Jagobios in
them gas given hi

up

after

pays for only half of it, and keeping it to sides, he answers the question strongly in
himself. Perhaps he puts a shawl and va- the affirmative. He reviews the discussions
lise into the vacant place to show that} it is which have arisen in the church and the
engaged, making them tella fib for his
attempts made to maintain cenformity by
comfort.
Sometimes he even goes further,
penal proceedings. He declares that the °
and says the seat is taken. A few days ago enforcement of arbitrary rules will be fatal
a lady entered a car on the New Haven to the church.
.
road as it was leaving the Central Depot.
THE FLOODS IN EUROPE.
There were six seats occupied by six men.
Detailed reports confirm the news of
Some of the men looked out of the window ;
inundations in parts of Europe.
destructive
others looked at their papers, and two
Tyrol

of

as a specimen. It
was an implement of such undecided form
that it might have served as a dagger, a
pike-head or a carving-knife. He dashed

ed ‘Au act to to assume.
of human ‘Tatel- | it upon the floor uf the House of Commons
ency defense, By an act entitl
restoration of a sound and honest cur
dated March | condition and movements
”
,
credit
c
publi
the
gthen
stren
a
said, almost hitting the foot of am honorable
of
restoration
the
theo,
meuns,
solemnly lecte and moral powers than he who
States
d
Unite
the
*
1869,
18,
|
o
sound and honest current Eubstitute for

any

in

Politeness

since

part in public affuirs.

teeny

him who than any other; held England back
and selfishness as to motive, of
|
by
relief
for
d
appeals to
deman
a
and
sion,
depres
As to the benefi- wevolution in 1792. Rational
employs the influence.
;
availed.
have
not
could
faculty
rational
further issues.”
the
one
word,
the cent use of satire in the Lord's
Burke,
France,
in
saw
be
what
at
Is this a page from the imagination of
Appalled
too, would risk reputation in denying it. Elijah,
prinliberal
of
Secretary, or {rom history, and that,
advocacy
years’
thirty
after
with his ironical thrusts and ludicrous intithe recent history of our own conntry P
create a republic in
to
assisting
and
ciples,
business
and
uts
as to the whereabo
ism,
But these are not the gravest evils. mations
gods, is as vivid in the America, became a fanatic of conservat
Sidonian
the
of
efng
alizi
demor
more
er,
bitter
the
by
There is a
standing
into
England
terrified
aud
of
curren- minds of those who have a keen sense

shock to credit, followed

| 1848;

World.

discourse.—

menaced Europe with one of the greatest
of all evils—the premature adoption of libForever vain and always
| eral institutions.

words of Fisher Ames come again to my
memory : ** This, sir, is a cause that would
be dishonored and betrayed, if I contented
tand; myself by appealing only to the unders
are fect of the present condition of our
ses
proces
its
ard
cold
too
ing. Itis
in- | satire and humor at this hour as if it had
to oy,—the loss of national honor which it
desire
too slow for the occasion. *I
weigh | but transpired yesterday. There is a stome in- volves. By what scales shall we
thank God that since he has given
ss |lidity jn depraved human natete, and a
Congre
me this? The legal-tender acts of
upon
d
impose
whet
has
he
,
fallible
tellect so
ex- stupidity in sin and that can only feel
of were the most startling instances of the
and
backs,
guilty
upon
laid
are
ofsfire
an instinct that is sure. On a question
coals
|
ercise during the war of hitherto unused blown by the breath of laughter, or stirred
shame and honor, reasoning is sometimes
of
d
al powers, Whatever the groun
useless, and worse. I feel the decision in nation
by shalts of sharp. invective. If it is not
powers, whether arising from what
those
the
(hat ridicule is the test of trath, it is
my pulse; if it. throws no light upon
true
*‘ war powers, nor
the
call
ly
vague
we
n:
heart.
the
at
Drain, it kindles a fire
true that it is the only way some people can
provisions of the Constitution,
other
from
sound
a
of
on
questi
feel it. You can: not
this
is
What, then,
of aetual be made to see and
‘the acute, overmastering stress
here
ary
necess
such times, nor with
t
is
a
It
?
ncy
seriously
eurre
reason
honest
and
warrant. Neither those
only
their
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war
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construe your sefiand
will
such people, for they
to distinguish between money
their contemporanecus history
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acts
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d
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into
meant
ousess
cy. By money is
gave hint that they were designed to pro- to their follige.. Hence, their folly can only
twothe
ming
perfor
metals
the precious
vide a permaneat currency for the country.
which
fold office of a staddard of value and a me- War, flagrant, formidable war, threatening be seen through the absurd positions
them
ed
compell
meant
bas
1s
ncy
cy
consiste
of
curren
here there the love
dium of exchange. By
nce, was everyw

substitute

could have dondby all the Llandishients of | dicated in favor of Fraucis

for July :

The Golden Agehuiters the
fruitful of prodigious evil will be attempts
| against Mexican authorities at La. Paz is in
to found a government by the whole peo- | words truly applicable to Americans:
| he (pit tide of suceess. Four hundred
spots.
The average American is polite in
ple where the mass of the working populasufficiently agreeable | ¢,qopal Mexican troops had been sent from
himself
make
can
He
ous.
soperstiti
and
tion are grossly ignorant
The
He shines in a parlor. Mayattan to quell the disturbance,
oom.
The reason is known to all: who have had in a drawing-r
critical for the local governan opportunity of closely observing the In a bali-room he is gallant as he is @ay.| giyation is very
The United .States ship
is a pattern of good breeding in| 1.0t at La Paz.
he
fact,
In
only
can
They
minds.
such
of
workings
|

|

. To borrow the forcibl
expressly conferred upon Congress, and ex- [here.
able and clear-sighted Secretary of
nresent.
the
by
States,
pressly prohibited to the
currency “increases
The discussion of such a the Treasury, such a
Constitution.
the laborer with the
s
delude
prices,
t
presen
question in all its aspects would involve al
idea that he is getting higher wages, and
most the whole field of political economy or
prosperity from which
I approach it with no brings a fictitious
economic science.
ss and credit with
busine
of
on
inflati
- such knowledge, nor need any citizen fear follow
ncreasing ratio,
ever-i
in
rise
enterp
of
quesexcess
this
on
10 hold or announce opinions
aod comtrade
that
ered
it is discov
tion, as it now meets us, because he has until
when
ed,
diseas
fatally
e
becom
have
not sounded the depths of the science which merce
then comes the
and
yed,
destro
is
ence
coafid
ution
distrib
deals with the production and

in Harper's

7

&.

to New

Haven.

Il was

rudeness. snap-

pered with a lie. It is not often that men
carry their uncivility to such an excess as
this. But they often refuse to move to accommodate a lady, and when they do move
sometimes itis with a surly reluctance
In
that robs the act of all merit or grace.

|

bombard and destroy the St. Cyprian quarter of Toulouse, to prevent danger from the
~ walls of the houses that yet
crumbling

| remain.
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Jesus
him that

to show
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|

Cephas Petes,

|"was

2

gave Simon | at the verg#or
his character and usefu

of

hi

E:

a

known 40 bis Messiah. Christ, at a lat- and the state, yea, and
er period; defers to this names Mut. 16: tions thatare good, depend

by giving ug timeto nurse our phssio and
multiply our vieés, themit would big

of Jesus” address to Simon, | ly estimating the importane

18. The mode
| and of his address a lithe later to Nathan
Lael, compare, Verse 47.
** The
43, 44. JEsvs GOES 10 GALILEE.
|

1. A. HOWE,
Papers.)

Nothing can be more desirable, for nothing
can make us so traly.and substantially use:
filto those Around uf. | Usefulness Js ho

day following, Jesus would go ‘forth inte
{ Galilee, and findeth Philip, and saith uuto

FOLLOWING" THE ‘LAME,

be desired.

to

A pure Jifogds a thing

better if the idea of them

with

It can not be bought

accident,

gold,

had

eS

FA

born in the brain of the inventor. It would
be better to go back to.the slow methods of

Many, yca,and some even in our

the fathers, when our mothers ( God bless
their memory) combed the flax, and carded
the wool, and spun and
wove our jackets

sacrifice wealth and honor and even manhood, throw away all they bad of durable
riches, just to grasp this bauble that perishes
in an hour.
But, alas,what bave they gain-

have been so crazed

earth could whiten them, They

liavé been washed in the blood of the Lamb.

never “been

good city,

with this mania, as: to

ny

No impure note mingles in the song they
sing. No impure word or deed or thought
disturbs the peace of that blood-washed
company,

for

they

are

pure.

"Through

tribulation and Calvary’s fountain they have
been made clean. Would it not be strange

and inand trousers with their own. dear fingers in
the gu- the old, unfinished attic, and when it took ed? Tow many have trod even the grandto find ourselves in the midst of that whitebernatorial chair,y seitt'in the Senate, the
our business men a solid week to reach the est hights of earthly greatness, strangeis robed throng with our sins covering us
goeth.”
Rev. 4 :14,
Presid
ency of the nation may but multiply
| disciples, there in the wilderness, attending
New York market where they bought their to happiness; (the canker worm sfill gnaw- like a garment? How painful tp our heart
the open air meetings-ot-Johu the Baptist: and strengthen our. powers for mischief, A gootis ~The hours of those good old days ing-at thelr. vitals ; their yearning” heart would-be the contrast!
Could we enjoy
Notes and Hints.
tenfold more dissatisfica than before ! It is even
He commands Philip to go with him to Gal- useful life,in the proper sense, must be a were monopolized by toil. = Tae tempter
hedven
thus?
~
Counld
we join in their
35—37. Tuk LAMB OF Gob. (L) It was ilee. This
could not have. Leen his first pure life, and it will be useful just in pro- found the ground occupigd™=Laere was no the old story of Alexander conquering the singing?
Could
we
mingle
in their pleasprobably the next day after the bapiisuf ®t
portion
as
it
is
pure;
and this because he
meeting with Philip, for he would not yield
time for such mischiefto grow, as plagues world, and then sitting down to weep over ures? Wonld not the angels shun us?
Jesus that the events we ave to study took
that
would
do
a
perma
nent
good
to his us to-day.
to the call of a stranger, "Philip was the
These
material appliances his own misery.
a
. Would not heaven be a plree of intolerable
place. We read, in (he 29th. verse, of the
first disciple that Jesus personally called to fellow, man must do it by making him a which glorify our: generation and which | * Still others,aud with greater reason,
misery to us? Ah,it will notbe so. Those
seck
Saviour’s coming to be baptized; in subse| better man, by improving the quality of his
follow him.
Joho,
Andrew,
pléasure
Peter
ir
‘and!
have
within
them
such
power
to
bless,
if
intellectual
acquirements.
To
gates
will open only to the good. The heayquent
verses,
we have
manhood, by elevating him in his social,
the testimony
eof Philip came from the same vicinit
y. Perthey do not lift us up and make us great them knowledge is the grand seeret of hap- enly welcome will be given only to the
John the Baptist to the character of Jesus,
condition.
Every and good,—~will—must, with
haps John was a resident of Bethsaida. as political or religions
power re- piness,
So they apply themselves to study blcod-washed, The unfading laurel will bie
testimonies based on the baptism of Jesus. he was of the
work of man that is not dedicated to and
same business as Peter,
versed
but
not
decreased,
plunge
us
into
GalThey
seek
put upon the brow only of thgpure in heart.
the companionship of books, ap
Jesus came from Galilee ‘to the wilderness
ilee was the northern of the thyee divisions will not#ninister to this end will finally the gulf.
Permanent natiohalities. ‘are not through them they commune with the g
The tests of our purity will be severe
of Judea, where wg find him now, and
of Palestine; Samaria and Judea were the prove a disadvantaze and curse to humani- built of gold and silver,—her railroads and
minds of the past. They hear the blind poet too. The examination will be searching.
there, after bis baptism, for a few days re- . other two divifions. .
benefit to tl
substantial
ty. Of what
telegraphs, nor. labor saving machines,— of Greece as he chants his matchless’ num- No sin will “esgape the scrutiny of the
mained.
Verse 43. (2) Jesus was walking
world are all ‘the ‘modern discoveries 3
45—46.
JESUS AND NATHANAEL.
but of men. The pillars of our national bers. Virgil charms them with his sweet Judge.
(1)
No stain howeyer slight go unalone when John, seeing him, remarked,
— of what solid glory,if they rest securely,
Philip searched out Nathanael and declared science and mechanice,
must stand ou the hexameters.
Horace sings to them in bie detected. No impure deed or thought will
‘* Behold the Lamb of God.”
He had be- to him what Andrew did to Peter, we have value even are the numerons improvements solid granite of
manhood.
No other found- varied meters,
Their hearts thrill under Le concealed. All will be exposed to the
fore called him,
, John

GOLDEN

| him, follow me.

1:35—146."

Text

:—*

These

Now

neither can it be won by position
The ministerial office,
fluence.

Philip was of Beth-

. are

they | saida, the city of Andrew and Péter.” He
which follow the Lamb whithersoever le
| finds Philip where he found the other three

taketh away

¢ the Lamb of God which
the sin of the world:
This

found the Messiah,

¢ him of whom

name is applied to Christ in the book of
_ Revelation. Peter shows the appropriateness of this title. when saying that wi are
redeemed ‘with the precious bico}
of

of Nazaveth;*Mhe
son
searched out Njthanael

in the useful arts which glorify

Moses in

the law and the prophets did write:

they

Jesus

in the list of the twelve, while Bartholomew
Matt. 4:3;
is there associated with Philip.
sied, like Caiaphas,better than he knew ; for . Mark 3:18. Moses speaks
of the Messiah
we find him sending messages of impatience in' Deut. 18:15; Isaiah in his prophecy, 4:2,
the latter

was not _ntro- | 7:14, 53:2.

preparatory

to

that of the

that the Messiah was at hand.
“John says, ‘Behold

immediately

sought

Messiah,

and

the Lamb of God,” they

to kncay

more about

him

to see where he dwelt, and to discover what

which

their

expectations

that he was the Messiah might be assured.
38, 39. GUESTS OF JESUS. * * Jesus tarn-

ed and saw tem

other

references:
¢
3:1.

Micah

BH
Puilip
calls

Jesus ¢ the son of Joseph,” after the prevailmg idea concerning him.
John the

evangelist writes herg not his own opinion |
of Christ's parengage, bat what Philip, at |
this time, said,
6f him.
Nazareth was al

following, and

if at all, by its reputation for evil.

known,
Nathan-

|

ael, a Galilean, would be apt to know ils |
The Jews looked on it with disdain. It was a place to be made famous, |

in his character.

walk, at a distance, out of curiosity, hoping
by

See

n
5
Zech. 6:12;
Mak»

’,

Hence, when | Galilean town, obscure, petty, and

Christ, - Hence fithey followed
traits he had

5:2;

said unto

them, what-+seek ye?”
1t was an inquiry
put to draw out the disciples, and give him

a chance to invite them to himself. The ncident illustrates the delicacy of Jesus’ bearing towards all who timidly and longingly
follow him. To them his
words are
kind and welcoming.
(2) They
replied,
** Rabbi, where dwellest thon ?* Fhey did

not mean, where is thy home? but where
dost thou lodge for. the night?
The par-

enthetical clause, *“ which is to say, being
interpreted, Master,” shows us that John
did not write for Jews, for Rabbi isa Jew1sh word.
(8) “Come
and see.
They
came and saw where he dwelt, and abode
with him that day; for it was about the

not to

make

famous.

would argue that, if (he

The

Jewish

{own, was

spirit

|

Marvelous

inventigas spring

which

a na-

ercha

in

forth

the place

not so || of faith, we walk dry-shod upon the bottom

much as named in the Old Testament, of of the sea like Israel of old.
In our. travel
course Israel could expect from it no distin- we keep pace almost with
the swiftest

guished favor. NathanaePrefers to the pettiness and the wickedness of the place. He

hath any man laid upon

tion can build.

market place, or peddles its political’ convictions at the polls; not the'manhood that
of the very dust, and
greet
our
eyes on lifts itself into high positions
of trust by the
every hand. " Mv. Emerson calls the ninelength of its parse-strings, successtul examteenth century *“ the age of tools.” = We
ples of which we have to confess with shame
have machines in alhost every department
have not heen wanting,in our own city,
of human activity by which one man ean but
the manhood that keeps its in egrity
easily do the
work of ‘twenty.
We and bears itself unspotted amid all these
show great contempt of time and space and
peculiar ordeals of modern times,
all obstacles which stand in the way of our
Ie, then, that would enrich the state must
labor or travel; wé make the untractable do
it by improving the moral’ quality of its
elements of heaven and earth our servants.
Ie is most truly a friend of his
subjects.
They co our drudgery ; we harness them to
country who does a moral and religious
our chariots of business or” pleasure, and
good to his fellow citizens. And this no
make them carry us wherever we will; we
man can do unless his own
heart and lite
laugh at the slowness and ignorance of the
be pure.
No official position can give him
fathers; we mount up into th dfayens and
the ability ; no laying on of hands, and no
go down into the deep; with
teiescopes service of installation can indact him into
iu the place of religious entfflisiasm, we
this office.
In spite of ceremony, he will
stand with Paul in the circle of the ‘third
produce results that are in "harmony with
heavens ; sl
a bundle of ‘gas (which his own character
.
Like begets liké in
may be symbolical of our character) inmorals as everywhere else.
Purity begets
stead of Wing¥, we lic like the eagle in the
impurity brings
but
forth only
liquid blue of the skies, calmly looking purity,
misma and death.
IT you would lift men,
down upon the very clouds beneath our
you must stand above them. On the beaufeet; with a little gutta-p
ments.

the Baptist had not a clear and full -perception of the ministry of Christ. “Ile: prophebecause

if ation

of our

in the end they
This is an age of unaccountable iizprove-

desired the

coming of the Messiaf. Nathanael belonged
without blemish and [ in Cana of Galileg;but-may have been at the
is * the Lamb,” beWhen Philip spake to
meetings of John.
cause by his blood we are saved y-+<the him’ what is here-said, we are not told, but
Lamb ot God,” because * God 0 loved the
probably it was an innmediate act of Philip,
world that he gave his only begotten Son” after his own gall, to see Nathanael.
Ii is
to die for it. John the Baptist did not know
supposed, tht Nathanael was the same as
only by distinct revelation the officé Chiist Bartholomew, for he seems to be a disciple;
wa¥ to perform.
Compare verse 33. John
John 21:2; but his name does not appear

to Jesus

our age,

quality

us up in the
That state then rossesses the most dura;
whatever—but | ple riches which has| the mast manhood
:—
b
4
will even prove ¥ our curse. not
the manhood which sells itself’ in the

Chuist, as of & Lamb
without spot.” Jesus

ducing the kingdom of God as John ex- |
pected it. Matt. 11:2, 3. (3) John spake |
to two of his disciples, to Andrew and probably to John, the evangelist. They had |
heard the Baptist declare his work toshe

the

manhood, if they do not lift
scale of being ? Of no value
Di,

of Joseph.”
Ile
because he was a

devout Israelite,
ang anxiously

do not improve

birds of passage, gliding
swiftly
and
smoothly across a coniinent between Mon-

tiful summits of moral
former must plant his
the masses below him,
level with himself by

purity, the true re(eet, and, reaching to
lift his fellows to a
the sirong arms of

>

Communications,

to the
place where
Jesus tarried.
John
keeps a diary of four successive days; two
of them are pointed out in the 29th verse,

beautiful words, bore the ark of God back
to Jerusalem after its long captivity;
"as,
with measured steps, the long procession

one in the

wound up the hill-side toward the gates of
that city which stood upon Mount Zion—

another

in

the

43d verse. Andrew was impressed with the
character of Jesus and filled with gladness.
He saw that the day of promise had come,
and the future of Israel seemad to be glowing with hope.
“The Messias” means the
same as * tke Christ,” that is, the anointed.

The Messias had long been prayed for,long
been looked for, long impatiently expected.

Many of the holy men of Israel, with hope
deferred

their

and

graves.

the

The

heart

sick, had

nation

the iron heel of Rome,

writhed

gone to

under

But the Messiah

‘had now come.
John the Baptist declared
his immediate advent, even lived to point
out *“ the Lamb of God;” and now Andrew

hadivgited this personage, and conversed
with him, and believed. To Peter, his brother, he

rans

with

the

intelligence.

Peter

was then an attendant on the baptism of
John, tarrying near by in the wilderness.
From his lodging place to that of Christ
was a short distance. See what an example for those who have found Jesus precious
to their hearts. Go aud tell thy brother
hat you have learned ot Jesus. (4) *‘ And
bl brought him to Jesus.” Peter was willing to come. - To bring the unwilling to Je-

sus we can not, but by our convictions, earnestness and love we may awaken their de-

sires, and persuade the will. (5) ** Jesus
said to Simon thou" art Simon, the son of
Jona,

thon shalt be called

Cephas, which

is, by interpretation, a stone.” Cephas is an

Aramaie’ word. Petros is a ‘Greek word
meaning the same, a stone. Hence, Simon
is called sometimes Cephas (1 Cor, 1:12;
8:22; 15:5; Gal. 2:9;) sometimes Peter,but

of

eye of God, and we shall be judged by our °
&oeds.

Phocioo

Nov do they hold com-

munion with great men alone;
They walk,
with telescope in hand, through the fields of.

light,

They

count

the world

in

It will matter

little if we

have never

God | seen-a church.

which

hath made, giving them names. They hear
the grand melody of the spheres. They go
down into the depths and extort from nature the.secrets which she bath bid in her
darkest chambers. They look upon the first

* footprints~of the Creator”

It will niatter little from what church we
go.

We shall not go into heaven on church recothmendation. No inquiry will be made as to what faith or: order we are of. I can imagine that this is the
only question that will be put: * Have ve

been made pure in the blood of the Lamb 7

Unto all such the crown and the harp

the azoic

shittl

be given, and they shall havd right to the

rocks of the earth, They stand at the beginning and hear that voice which spoke and
it stood fast. Ab, there is no limit to the

tree of life,
;
:
There may have been many imperfections

in their ltves. They may have come short
intellect.
It is broad and
higi®and deep in its grasp.
Bat have they yearnBut will this in a thousand ways.
accumulation of inteilectual wealth bring ed to be good, siriven bard to do his will ?
satisfaction? will it make happy? No! | Have their preferences, desires, loves been
pure? then the hand of bleeding mercy will
Scholars have found the more they know,
kindly cover the infirmities of the flesh and
the more they want to know.
Knowledge |
do2s not satisfy, it only increases the de- they ‘shall be saved,—yes, they who have
straggled with sin all their life shall go in
mand.
The greater a man’s knowledge,
power of human

the greateris

| self.

his dissatisfaction

with

throuzh the gates into the city and find rest,

Lim-

—vyea,and pleasures torevermore, Brethren,

Tt does not fill the sou!, it only makes

seeing we have this

| its emptiness apparent.
It whets the ap| petite to greater keenness and arouses to

{ tenfold

greater activity all

| ings of the heart.
| very

summit

the

deep

ourselves!

** There

Oh, no!

Happi-

|| ness is not Lought with gold.
It is
be found in the conditions of earthly

yon conscious

know the

of sin

remedy,

is a fountain filled with blood

Drawn trom Emanae’s veins
“And sinners plunged beneath that flood
Lose all their guilty stains,”

intellectual greatness, and

| yet have been miserable.

hope, shall we not purify

Oh, are

to-day >—yon

long-

Men have stood upon the

of

0

Go wash and be clean,—vye thatare Lurdesed with sin, gokneel at His cross,—ye that

not to
fame.

ate palsied

and sick, stretch forth in faith

vour trembling hand. ®It ye cai touch but
the hem of his gagment, ye shall be made
whole.
‘The
blood
of Christ
cleanseth
fiom all sin.
Be ye pure in heart and ye shall not live
in vain.
By your own pure example you

thought the town could not be the birth- | day njorning and Saturday
night.
But outcroppings of moral deformity
place, on this hill of the Lord, no man ca
in none
place of the Messiah.
too conservative of his acts, without
Philip answered, steam aiready is getting
stand but with * clean hands and a pure
selfishness, without
“Come and see.”
The thunderbolt suits. us fvpoctisy, by the sweet
Admirable reply!
Let and slow for us.
heart.”
i
|
power of his own
3
|
skeptics hear it.
Can Jesus of Nazareth better. We tie our messages of love and pure life lilting his fellow men
Let
it be graven in our souls then, never | shall carry light and joy wherever you go,
upward
give rest to the heart ? Can the soul find | business to the fiery wings ‘of the lightning toward heaven ahd the thione
and. the world will rise up and call you
of God, he to be effaced, * He that
would he happy
all its wants. met in him? Has he the moral aud send them around the world.
The may truly be called Jr enetactor of bis | must be pure.”
Let sellishness bs suak. | blessed. Be ye pure in heart and ve shall
leaven for the renovation of society ? Is the business man ot Providence
may ask the race,
Let the passions be hushed.
be happy, happy now and happy - forever.
Tet avarice.
hope of mankind to be answered by him,and price of any articlein the London or Paris
pride,
envy,
Bat;
lust
secondly,
be
Fountai
swept
a_pare
ns of richest pleasure shall spring
from
life
can alone give
the heart
all the world to be by his erpss redeemed? markets and receive
his answer
in from substantial happiness.
of God's purifying spirit. | forth at every advancing step. Pleasures
Now, all men pos- by the sweet power
Can he meet and satisty all the needs of our
two to four hours.
Before the last sentence sess a great desire 10
race?
‘‘ Come and see.” To the mind that
be happy.
Indeed, Let the sins that ave like crimson be washed that never die shail spring up in your soul,
of
the President's message
is delivered at they yearn for it, perhaps as for pothing
meets Jesus, and is penetrated by his spirit, |
white as wool in the cleansing blood of the growing broader, deeper,
richer, . purer,
no doubt exists, He is the Bread of life, the Washington,the Queen's win isters are read- else ; almost
any ordinary sacrifice they wiil Lamb. Let the soul be closed to all con- until they shall blossom forth into the better
Life and Light of the world.
ing it at the court of St. James.
The physi: make to obtain it. Itis, in fact,
taminating influences. Let it give out no joys of heaven. What, then, if here enethe one
This lesson may be used (1) as illustra- {cian
in Boston can feel the pulse
impure
=

and

cloquence

| Itis not the prodiiet of intellectual great| ess.” Happiness isthe child of purity.
It
his own pure love. He who thus walks is boin of a pure. heart, it is the ripened
among men with a pure heart,ev ineing the fruitage
of a pare life.
Up intb this holy

of his great prayer of a man’s life.
tive of the duty of these ‘who have found |
Men dream
Jesas to preach him to others; (2) or of the | patient in New Orleans,give a diagnosis ‘of of it when sleeping, and sigh for it when
tenth hour.”
The hour was 4, r. Mm. Hence,
be
spread
| the case and prescribe the remedy. Thus by waking.
way by which the gospel may
It kindles the enthpsiasm
of
hey spent the rest of the day with him,
over the earth; (3) or it may show us the modern appliances the feverish heart-throbs
youth.
It stirs the blood of middle life, it
sweet
and
gentle
spirit
of
our Lord towards | of the occident are felt and heard inthe
guests of Jesus, sharing his hospitality,
makes (he heart of old age beat stronger
gaining acquaintance with him, hearing his all who wish to follow him; (4) we may | orient.
The New York merchant, sitting in | and faster. To the
ask, too, what it is to follow the Lamb, and
end of life, men long to
truth, catching bis spirit, and measaring whither he leads his flock?
and so see that his parlor on Fifth Avenue can discuss the be happy.
That their head may be anointhim by their exalted ideas of the long-prom- to obey is to be led by him, avd that he prices carrent with his neighbor in Brussels ed with
oil, that their cup may run over,
ised Messiah.
It was a rare privilege the{N leads those wh obey, not to Galilee, but to and Paris. Marvelous indeed have Leen that the waters
of pleasyre may flow into
edven.
enjoyed, too little valued at the time. Jesus
the developments of our age. But I ask their soul. Nor is this desire
sinful. God
invites us all to come and tarry with him.
again, of what solid value are these to the himself planted it in
the soul.
He made
Sympathy,uuion,
taith bring us to his dwellcountry or the world if they do not - minis- man to be happy, and he is miserable
only
ing-place,
ter to the purification, elevation and per- when he makes himself so.
This outery
!
|
40—42.
SiMON BrouGHT
TO CHRIST. |
fection of the manhood of our times?’Are and pleading of the spirit is but the natural
(1) “Ore of the two which heard John
these * things durable riches? Does - the and just demand which it makes for its own
A Pure Life.
wealth of a nation eonsist in its railroads and proper sphere.
speak, and foliowed hm, was Andrew, Si— i—
It is the carrier dove,borne
mon Peter’s brother;” the other was dhe
[A sermon preach ed at the Installation of Rev. telegraphs, its gold and silver, its iron and far away, swifily seeking its home.
It is
Brewster, Park St. church, Providence, coal ? Arve these the sure
apostle John, else we should have had his J.R. M.
foundations on the caged eagle beating its prisom bars
I., May 26, 1875, by Rev. Albert H. Heath.
name given.
In this modest way John us- pastor of the Roger Williams church, Provi- which republics rest ? Nay. Babylonia had with its unased wings and erying out with
ually refers to himself. John 13:23; 19:26,
material wealth,
had it in overflowing agony, as with strong eye it looks into the
OW
0 shall ascend into the hill of the Lord,or
Under the influence of ma- heavens.
27. (2) Andrew immediately searchbs up who shall stand in his holy place ? He that bata abundance.
It is tfie lost child in the darkterial prosperity,
she rose from her native ness, wildly calling for the father’s hand
his brother, and confidently declares fo him «lean hands and a pure heart, ” Ps, 24; 3, 4,
waits for a and bosom.
that the Messiah has been found. This
It must have been a grand spectacle plains in royal splendor which
It is impossible that it should
. took place the same day that Andrew went
when the hosts of Israel, chanting these rival to-day. Greece and Rome were rich be otherwise.
When the eagle no longer

35th verse,

the pure and sturdy

and Demosthenes.

that mountain of the Lord —one

in gold

and silver, rich in: literature,

art, and rich iv one sort of
it was not the manhood

of centuries.

rich in

manhood;

that stands

These proud empires

but

the test

of the

past, with all their wealth and culture, were

poor.

set of sing-

Poverty-stricken, they

no more.

Venice,

sunk to rise

the child
of the. sea,
ers accompanied by the sweet clang of
harp-strings pealing out the inquiry, * Who was rich and powerful in all material reIn commercial advaniages she
shall ascend into the hill of the Lord,— sources.
who shall stand in bis holy place?” and was without a peer. In architectural beauty
another company
singing back
the
re- and magnificence she rose from her native
sponse, ‘‘ He that bath clean hands and a lagoon until she was the favorite theme of
poetry acd song, and for nine ‘hundred
pure heart,”
’
years
she challenged the admiration of the
My. brethren, we bear no ark of God
whole earth. Then began her decay, and
with its tables of stone to-night, but, what
is better,a minister of Christ is elevated into tlie queen of the Adriatic fell into insignifithe pulpit and pastorate. If God has a holy cance, because she forgot that the basis of
hill upon earth,it is here. It is fitting,then, nations was intelligent and pure manhood,
that we should chant in our hearts David’s and aliowed her wealth to minister only to
:
song, asking with bated breath, Who shall her avarice and love of power.
And thus must every nation crumble and
stand in this holy place? ” and be sure that
the answer full and strong be heard in our decay which rests its greatness upon its ma.
terial wealth instead ot the morality and insouls, *“ He that hath a pure heart.”
If ‘these maIn the light of this Psalm; what more im- telligence of its «subjects.
portant question can we ask ourselves than terial advantages which the age has given
this,—Eow can I make my life pure? Re- us do hut minister to our avarice aud pride,
sisting the temptations, shunning the vices, our desire for power and our love of lux+
mastering the passions, curbing the evil ury, thereby kindling our passions,they will
impulses, holding in check the simple pro- in the end but make us poorer and the
If
pensities of my being, so that my life may more speedily hasten our destruction,
be upright, the beauty of my character our manhood does not rise and grow pure
marred by no cherished desire for sin, nor aud noble about in proportion as our facilipolluted by any harbored ‘thought of wick- ties for labor and travel increase, then these
edness, the beauty of my life stained by no new found powers will but hurl us upon
impurejword spoken, nor defaced and spoiled the rocks and dash usin pieces. The steam
| by any rash and immoral deed dorie, the engine, the spinbing jenny and the loom are
words of my mouth and the meditations of among the best products of thd world’s" best
‘clean
my heart as well as the acts of my life ac- civilization. ~~ Manipulated by
ceptable in the eyes of the pure and good hands, ” there is no computing their ability
both on earth and in heaven.
Such ques- to bless. But they are also among the
tions as these, simple though - they” be, lie mightiest destructive forces which the gen0)
w

\
A

yearns for the clouds, it will be dead. When
the soul ceases to yearn for happiness, it

will no longer Le a soul such

it.

as

God made

:

But while all men desire happiness,

seek

it

in

very

different

channels,

they
and

breath. Let it be filled with pure
thoughts.
Lot the heart beat with pure impulses. "Let the lips drop only pure words,
Let the bands be busy with pure works and |

the cup
of life shall

be

full,

and

happicess secured.
Letit

be

purity

borne

the soul's

in mind, moreover,

that

is ever ‘coupled with activity.

winds of heaven

are

pure

and

The

life-giving

because with ceaseless sweep théy compass the globe; confine them motionless
and they would soon bacome polluted and
full of death.
The standing waters of the
plain are full of poison. The hill-side streamlet, always running and sweetly singing to

the listening trees and grasses alone is pure,

and

the everlasting ocean

tinual

song

of purity

lifts up one con-

only

because

says

the

old

proverb;

and an

idle hand will b: tha devils insirfiment,
and an idle heart will be the devil's sanctuary. An unoccupied lile can by no pos-

sibility

keep

itself

pure.

In

Let

every

spite

of all

heavenly grace that may be given, it will
gather poison as surely as the standing
waters ol

constantly

the plain.

engaged.

Lot

the

power

soul

be

keep

when one secures it, ten fail of it.
Many thinking, the lips keep speak ing, the
seek it through opulence. To be rich they heart keep feeling, the hand® keep doing;
think will give them pleasure. Gold is the thinking, speaking,
feeling, doing that
magical touch-stone whose possession will which is pure and good; thus the life will
fill the days and nights with joy.
He
So they be kept sweet and uncontaminated.
bénd every power to the ucquirement of that can look back upon a life thus consewealth. They succeed.
They possess an crated to pure and huly purposes, to-a life
abundance, more than they ean use.
They [ rounded and full of good works; he that
f
build

their homes

spacious

and

beautiful,

They fill their houses with every instrumentality of comfort. They walk upon wellstuffed carpets.
They sit in“easy chairs.
They ride in fine carriages.
They make
their grounds

beautiful.

They

rejoice in

shade trees and fountains.
‘Chey plant
flowers by their garden walks ; apparently,
they have all that heart can wish.
But ah,

they are not

happy.

These gilded palaces,

begirt with lawns smooth and beautiful
enough for angél feet to tread, are, many
of them, full of poverty and want; grim
skeletons hide in every corner, and terrible
dissatisfaction shrouds in gloom all they
have, He that seeks happiness in wealth
willlive and die seeking, butnever findingit.
Others look for it in personal emolument.

The political arena of our country is erowd-

ed with such aspirants,~some of them are
worthy of the houors they seek, many, very
many of them are’ most unworthy.
They

reach out continudlly for position, Give
them fame and ‘they Will bé happy. ‘Tn the

applause of the world they discover the secret of joy. With insatiable longing they
look up to the gilded summits of earthly

the soul ? What if sorrows

What if the heart does

bleed

and

the spirit ?

and

the night hours like rain? The

tears fill

pure

have

nothing to fear. All things shall work for
their good, for God hath spoken it. (Phe
blessing of Heaven has been pronounced
upon them. Two thousand years ago these
words .were spoken by the purest lips.
They fill all these centuries with their melody. They throb in beauty over our heads
to-night, as.though God's angels did shout
them chorally

in

the skies,—* Blessed

are

the pure in heart for they shall see God,
—they shail ascend into the hill of the
Lord they shall stand forever in his holy
place.”

never

at rest. Purity and activity are inseparably connected, not only in nature but also
in man,
“An
idle brain is the devils

workshop,”

mies assail

long pressing afllictions oppress

:

The True

Life.

—

Dr. Bonar writes the following suggestive paragraphs:
j
The life that is not life is he portion of
the many. The life that is life is the heritage of the few. True life, with its strange,
rich secrets, both of joy

and sadness, is but

little known,—nay, hardly so mach as conceived of in this region of the dead.
Men do not think of living, but only of
enjoying existence. To have life unfolded

from

within ‘them bya

heavenly agency,

as the leaf and blossom are drawn in beauty outof the tree by ‘the sun and air, is
beyond their very widest ideas ot life. Yet

what is a man's true life but the deve!
opin of his powers and affections, —the

bringing forth of his whole being into fullest exercise by ‘the energy of the Holy
Ghost ?
;
can look withiu his own soul conscious of * Though
life is an undiscofered region
no harbored desire tor evil; he that ean
to most, it is not
‘mingle with bis fellow men with * palic¥ to- few, have found so to all. Some, though
and known it. They have
ward none and charity for all}? he %hat found
that without the conscious friendship
can look up to Heaven and invite its serus of the
God that made them there is no Jife.
tiny
without
condemnation,—he,
indeed
‘Tu His favor is life.” The possession of
may be happy. As the brooklet sings, leap- this tavor
1s the one thing that distinguishing in crystal purity from its hill-side home, es existence
from life. The former they
as the song-birds pour their warblings always
had; the latter they ‘“only began
|ghrough the morning hours; as (he angels
to have when they became acquainted with
sing in the temple of God, makiny each
:
3
God.”
pillar and arch echo to their own pure’ melThis life came down to thew freely, like
ody, so may the pure in heart on earth
the manna which Israel partook of in the
sing and be glad,
4
desert, They did not buy nor earn it. It
. Finally, let me say, purity of heart and cost
them only what the manna cost Israel,
life is onr only pledge of blessedness be- ~the
gathering it up as it lay around. It
-yond the grave. This proposition is excost them only what their food cost the
ceedingly simple, like all those I have disrayens, or what their clothing cdst the lil-

cussed to night, but they are also exceedingly fundamental and need thus to be empha-

sized.

T have just been saying that earthly

happiness

can be secured

only by purity,

It would be strange indeed if, as many ny:

sert,lieavenly and eternal joy can be
bought
more cheaply. - Nay, heaven is a place
of
purity, God himself is pure, and
he can
‘ook uponsein with no allowance. The
socie-

/

ies. They were laboring hard for what they

thought to be life, digging into the earth
and teying to wring out from it something
that might at least be called lite,—when,
looking upward, they saw true fre like
frésh "rain, ‘¢oming

every side.

toil, and were
to be receivers
They opened
abundant rain,
“

Cie

down

pleitifally

on

They saw ‘the vanity of ‘their
content from thal moment
of the life-giving shower,
their parched lips to the
and they were filled,

td

5

SERRE,

Ba
i

that. stops not short
| Rev. &. C. Barris.

of dying

for heh.

—

« Weare

su‘e

that Thou knowest

all things."—

John 16:39,
Thou knowest, Lord, the weariness and sorrow
Of the sad heart that comes to thee for rest;

still in fear, or grope trembling.
to the right nor left.

1 come before thee at thy gracious word,
And lay them at thy feet; thou knowest, Lord.

Thou knowest all the'past; how long and blindly
On

the dark
strayed,

jhe

How

nd!

Sood

mountains
2

the

lost

sheep

had

A terror

tl

moment he goes beyond, he is at sea.
He is told that certain
rites and ceremonies
M

to

the New

’

of Cnidius that having

~

Testament, he

is

safe.

built a watch-tower

letters

Iden

i

1) golds

How

Yr
approved as | reader of Paul’
We
may perceive.
of Paul's
Again
but something held me 2 rp
right;
may have
great epistles
reverence
for antiquity,
and again I took up and considered the dif- but unless we can go back to the example
ficulties of my situation, looking to the right of Christ or his own inspired apostles, we
hand and the left tor ways of extrication,
tread on exceedingly
doubtful ground.
and now inclining tg go in this direction, The doctrine of salvation by sacraments is
now in that ; yet always held away from very old; so is the observance of sacred
resolve by inner convictions of right and days. The Apostle Paul warned his readduty that grew clear at the moment when I ers against both. 1f we think to improve
was ready to give up my hold on integ- apostolic simplicity, we shall not stop until
rity. 10
we have broughtin the worship of saints
So the hours went heavy-footed until past and angels, auricular confession, the mass,
midnight. My little daughter was sleeping the doctrine of purgatory, the immaculate
in the crib beside my bed.
But now she conception, ‘and even the papal infallibility.
began to move uneasily, and
presently her Do these words seem as idle tales? Look at
timid voice broke faintly the still air,
the history of the Reformation,and profit by
“ Papa! papa!” she called.
the failures of Luther and his fellow-labor-

again,
Thou knowest all; each Jemphition, :
Each tollsome duty, each foreboding fear,
All to myself assigned of tribulation,

Orl to

beloved ones, than self more dear;

All pensive memeries, as I journey on,
Longiogs for vanished smiles and voices gone.

Thou knowest all the future gleams of gladness,
-

By stormy clouds so quickly overcast,
Hours of sweet fellowship and parting sadness,

.

And the dark river to be crossed at lust.

Oh! what could hope dnd confidence afford
"To Jread that path, but this—thou knowest

ord.

'

Thou knowest, not lone as God, all knowing,

As man our mortdl weakness

thou hist prov;
On earth with purest sympathies o’erflowing,
e

’

* What is it, darling ! ” I asked.

e

And love and sorrow still to thee may come,
Aud find a hiding-place, » rest, a home.

ers.

of relief came

from

her

little

heart.

All

her loneliness and tear were gone, and in a
she
was wSound
asleep
Clothed in thy robe of righteousness complete; few moments
again,

Then rising retreshed I leave thy throne,
g ==Selected.

?

sudden, almost wild,

outburst

magic

early

rites, to 'be

infancy,

’

ae?

and

banded down

occasionaily

of

at the dying hour.

feeling,

performed,

to successive

How many there

fo seek only

culated

to

gratify

all gilt edge.

few

here,~such
as can

other

stores

east

of

to

petty

trial,
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The Important Question.
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tail, the
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100

tory.

through

after

life, and

again

A skeptic once asked the late Dr.

“That,” he replied,

Bible.

“is

[4

are'@

re

da

101"

Te

|

the Freewill Baptists.

P

o

trine

is,

*‘Let

well

alone,”

or

have done well enough for
bri
why
2d vears:

‘¢ things

the

last two

Be ta
They rec-

iE

now ?® Others are more active.
ognize the existence of many
they wish to deal

with

evils,

them,

I will fear no evil. Let not my feet wander
‘to the right or to the left. ”
Sleep fell softly on. my eyelids, and
morning broke with scarce a seeming in-

but

terval ot time.

Sabbath

on all sides;

their bands

by

if we
There

was

I was

came fierce assaults upon

lured

by

wy

golden

threatened with

integrity;

promises;

disaster and disgrace;

sticketh ‘closer than a brother, and
strong to save.

In my rectitude

I found

safety.

ruin.

Even

my

|
|
|
|
|
|

“But,” said the

map,

who

who

is

Had

1

who

comes

in

darkness,

from

I

princi- | have lost.— British Messenger.
.
bounds $
¥

ee
yet again others who go further;

2

Two

try,

you

known

two

someghing

in this

strong

should

:
Against

peace

*‘I wish

I will

letter.

and

Infidelity

The

alternative

rope.”
again.

of

the

life.

As

he:

water,

he

ex-

‘But how came I here?” he
‘“Ishall not stop to answer

tom.— The Student's
ure Doctrines.

asks
that

Hand-book

lo Script-

240

:

it be that . bc-

eh

law

of

hu-

man society.
Christ himself was under it
and early felt its pressure.
‘* Wist ye not

the Bible

that [ must be about my Father’s business?
I must work the works of Him thal sent
me.” Nay, God himself is under it: “My
Father worketh hitherto, and 1 work.”
Nazareth has special claims’ as a pilgri

still profess to bear the name of Chistian
the steps of a bank, and he began to talk at obey the Scriptures or you perish. Of all
themselves, openly and avowedly support once of the life of God in the soul, the need
the facts of- science none is better establishshrine. Joseph's carpenter-shop, whether
of the natural man
some iniquitous transaction because it is | and the power of prayer, the blessedness of | od (ban that the mind
the one now pointed ont, or no, was cer|
~
.
Sy
a3
:
jg
|
Cbrist
for
doing28 good and livingg with and
for reasous of state.
necessary
pantheist
is enmity against God. Let the
Against all these, in all their variety, St. in the midst of such a city as this. There bring his abstractions ; the atheist his black tainly one of earth’s most hallowed spots—
tes- was something sublime in such converse cap of despair; the infidel the chemistry a spot where the dear Son of God bowed
Barnabas, the gentle, offurs a siriking
lovingly to our lot, and gave his silent tesand
he
man,
lame
the
there.
of his philosophical conceit; and the new timony, for many busy years, to the grandmony. After healing
at the foot of the
by

“Tlié world was heaving

as gods

Paul were to be worshiped

St.

school of materialists

the

atom

of matter

is not

of life | °1 of toil. The servant, surely,
on the shores of the re- | which possesses allhethe Jo potentialities
the populace. They refused the homage; | steps like breakers
and re. | above his Master.
I
Oe
anq
|
din
its
of
midst
the
in
Yet,
sea.
sounding
course
OF
they rejected it wilh horror.
The crowns we wear, either as
3
the still small voice of a
they do
and roar, I heard

could

they did, we ave told; how

otherwise ? How could they commit such a
sin against God, against the very principle
they were come to teach, as to accepl it?
53 it. How, on the pringained by og
1 in things evil, they
ciple of seeing g
might have recogtized in the shout, ** The

ness,

of men, ” a glimmering idea of the Incarnation ; ‘by joining themselves on this broad

was
used
easy,
In

platform, how they might have conciliated

a hearing for the great Christian doctrine.
Then again, by kecping the people in good
humor, how great an influence they might
have retained over them, and led them toa
willing aud pleasant intercourse;

more directly,

influence

what

have held over them,

re

cai

it

themselves

pi

8

Gay bv

oF

argue that there

and ordered

iwardly

sin

no

was

-How easy, in fact, to

that to do a great right,

© little wrong, and without

wight do

they

of

| bf Eiridtise

oo

Tiare

bencyuienes:

any surrender of | and watched over by

mens of their own errors to the knowledge
and the practice of the truth. The temptainst to accept for the moment a
i
littl off or 9 ow!
MV hat should be our answer when the
strife of tongues is fierce; when the glare

his daily cave.

with

him

across

be

service.—Rov.

and brightness of intellect, “beauty and
wealth of soul, are all braided by the deft
fingers of honest toil, and put upon our
white-robed mawhood and - womanhood by
the high-priest, labor. ** To him that overcometh will I give the morning star.” Ab,
there is an inspiration in clenching with

found

that

ehall

Dr.

ing impossibilities—even a noble sense of
victory in climbing to the summit of our
Mpses and Debocalling, and singing, with
rah, our song of triumph as we stand on the
high cliffs that overlook the sea’ of strug-

Magill.

Nehemiah felt it; Paul knew its glow (“1
have finished my course ”) ; Luther realized
;
"
it.

as I do.

Here

stady.
places.

ently presented

MNustrati

bs

’

in every
fh

i

illustration, and with

suasi

the persuasives

|
|
|
|
|
|

oral, [ Num. 15 :80—83.
1t 18 seen bab) ose ae BE
7D was a woman, heroic and wise.—
"|
is d
With the physiological, intellec
;
spiritual nature of man, and with bis domes- Judoes 4:4—14
Sant,
spared
David
where
efhwe.
e
N
he
reiinmortal
and
tic, social, civil, industrial
Te
sp
avid
% Sos Br. at
lations. They touch him at ever point and
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If you compare in. its transcendmany people
you wust have a new heart, or you cannot

h
4 At the a present

cy.” They are a numerous class, and with
many subdivisions.
Some are indolent,
and their favorite application of their doc-

A

in

[lata

t

the

A soul occupied with Freat ideas best pet="
forms small duties ; the divinest views of life
penetrate most clearly into the mean emergencies, and so far from petty principles

A

{0}

The Book

and Decorations

ever displayed

found

Window

is cal-

Could

goods

fiescs, OF Wt styles and. fp _

and his

whatever

Frescoes

]

Butler's

affecting

God

self-love.

Aud | heavenly pitit re

one

of

church, are really seeking

glorious; | being

the

Lh SEO

CG

be

generations,

are, who, while

the glory

fine

Boston. These goods will be sold at the
lowest cash prices.
aa Samples and
rices cheerfully fur.
nighed, by mail or otherwise.

as

king

the

of

name

the

outside,

wanting

the otherat confirmation,

I cried in a

“ it isdars, very dark. Take my hand.”
A great peace fell upon me.
The terror
of darkness was gone. ‘« Keep hold’ of my

Expediency.

.

=

* O my Father in heaven!”

Aud follow on to know as’'[ am known,

mighty

wr

s0pY: Tuikoy binding, $1.25, and no “discount” by
e dozen,
3

coat -of plastering, and that then bis own
name would appear, and his memory be

the “great mass of Protestants in Eunrope to-day possess a Gospel almost as
sorely mulated as that of the Romanist.
Baptism and the Supper are still to vast
multitudes of nominal Protestants only

I reached out my hand and took her tiny
one in my own, clasping it firmly. A sigh

Therefore I come, thy gentle call obeying,
And lay my sins and sorrows at thy feet,
On everlusting strength my weakness staying.

Their work.was

Take Nellie's | but they left it far from toy

itis dark?

44 on pupa!
hand !

0 Saviour; thou hast wept, und thou hast lov-

.

from manufacturers, comprising the finest

goods

mariners

it with plaster, he inscribed on: the

reasén and conscience

buck life, and hope, and strength | —a way

And brought

Rn

48 a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
Saered Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
though sometimes used for congregational singing. 50 cts.; postage, 11 cts,
:

together with about 50,000 Rolls of
Satins, Blanks and Buffs,
Attention is specially called to the new
and beautiful styles now opening, direct

own name to be engraved on a certain
stone in the wall, and then having covered

The

purchasers

Tints,

upon his shoulders laid
the very Uaugh the tilug Were. done, for bis g ony.
mig, jery srongly Vas] tompied 0 ius early? Corruption Began within
"And healed the bleeding wounds, unda soothed aside
to know thay the
tunning enough
from the way in which I was going | life-time of the apostles, as any careful
the pain,
waves ere long would wash away the
3
J.
He bore it home

te

The Choralist

are assured that they can save from 20
to 50 per cent. by purchasing their
goods of me,
>
The stock includes »11 the fine grades
of Embossed and Gold Papers,
Best
Tints,
Patent
Washable

from certain dangerous rocks, he caused his

So long as the honest ‘inquirer adberes

advance,

tending

Tem-

Crafty Architect.

for the king of Egypt, to warn

tainty.

|

Having made arrangements to be su
jis with all new styles of PAP
ANGINGS, as soon as introduced, in-

It is recorded of an architect of the name

Rev. H. M. Janes, publi-hed in the Watchman and Reflector:

in

than a hidden sun.—

—

Here is a good thought from a sermon of

of darkuvess

useful

¢

was upon me,
4
:
~ One Right I lay awake thinking, thinking, until my brain grew wild with uncerI could not see a step

night is more

President Moss, before the National
perance Convention.
:

The

i—

and feared to move onward lest, with the
3
next footfall, T should plunge into hopeless | had the sanction of the early church.

and how

followed,

Shepherd

‘

at

=

greatness and glory of the light

in itself considered that makes it serviceable, but ifs ‘nearness and clearness and
coustancy. A clear-burning taper at mid-

Honest Inquiry.

years ago, there fell upon my life one of
these seasons, in which I could see either

Caresof to-day, and burdens of to-morrow,
Blessings implored, and sins to be confessed ;

v

Tt is vot the

" Observer.

A few

fa

;

| men, I am not the disciple of him who said,
‘“ Come unto me all ye who labor."—XN. ¥.

There come seasons of darkness in-.alt
our lives—times when there is neither sun
nor moon nor stars in the sky, and we stand

Wr

p

| the poor, and stopping “there, I may give
all ‘my goods, and even my body to be
{ burned, but if I do not put my heart into
warm and loving sympathy with my fellow-

It Is Dark.

Saviour’s Knowledge.

Vey
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Rescued from Egypt,
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wrong.—2 Sam. 6:7.
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must grow in the garden of the soul,

Office Editor.

MOSHER,
el

It is almost a (rite saying that sometHink

—
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ground,
od. dad pride to show strength in .
pitched battle with the enemy, have. led
many a one to destruction.
-

pre

designed for publica.
a5 All communications
the Editor, and all
to
ed
address
bé
tion should
letters

on business,

remittances

should

be addressed

to the

of

money,

&c.,

Publishe " Dover, N.H.

“Tndividuslity in: Redemption:
O—

That Christ came to save the whole race
of man is a grand and glorious truth. We
speak with rapture and delight of the wondrous provisions of divine grace, of the
vastness and comprehensiveness of the plan
of redewption, and of how
God, through

wo

—

Christ, would save all men, without distinetion of race, complexion, rankfor condition,
The

plan

of redemption

is\however,

less wonderful in its provisions \when

aitber

noxious weeds or fruits that nourishiand
flowers which refine, To muke a resolve
to root out the weeds, may only require a

moment, but to do this isa work of time.
We

shall

have

to dig them

up

time

and

have

ad-

Lead

us

not

into

temptation,—weé ' ean

comprehend neither the hight nor depth-of
these words.
But if this is our constant
prayer,evinced by word and work, we shall
be gently led to that peace which passeth
understanding.
Then shall we see more
clearly the strength and purity of those
who are not acquainted with temptation..

Repression
——

of Crime.
——

.

bY

ten bad ones where it removes one.
It
can not butbe expected (hat when great num-

bers with depraved morals are dismissed
even from their previous employmentsand
restraints,tkey would conlributete swell the
and not in that he gave himself a sacrifice previously existing torvent of vice. The adfor sin. . We reject this theory because it is vocates of peace have often depicted these
partial, and dees not meet the necessities of dire consequences of wat, In the experithe case. The second of these theories rep- ence oftheir present realization, a powerresents that Christ, in his life of humiliation ful motive is furnished for new exertions to
and death of shame, bore all the load of hasten the end of bloody strife and the ad“pain and guilt that those believing on him vent of universal peace.
and saved through him must have borne
Bat there are other causes of still more
eternally. We reject this theory chiefly vital consequence, and more direetly within
© because it leads to one of two alternatives,
our reach.
One of these relates to the
either to the doctrine of universal salvation
mode of dealing with crime. © The foundaor to that of a limited atonement, neither of tion of government, the safeguard of society,
which is reasonable or scriptural”
islaw. Without law there will be lawlessThe third theory is substantially that God ness. To be effectual, law must have adeaccepted the work of Christ in his life, suf- quate penalties duly enforced.
Ifit is parferings and death, as satisfying the claims
tial or venal, administered unequally, or
of justice and meeting the demands of the with laxity and vacillation, it soon ceases
law. By means of what Chiist did, a way to have the respect of the good, or to bea
has been provided by which God can be terror to evil doers. Inflexibility and cerboth just and the justifier of the believer. tainty in the execution of penalties are vastIf great
We accept this theory because it is both ly mere essential than severity.
reasonable and seriptural, and, at the same rogues go unharmed, or if, exposed and artime, complete and satisfactory’ In accord- rested, are suffered to evade the penalty,
while rigor of justice is extended only to
ance with it, it mattered not whether there

myriads of individuals to be saved,

low offenders, we might as well abandon

or only a score, or even but one. The same the forms of law. Dodd, the noted forger
way must be provided for the salvation of in England, received the benefit of every
(3
the one as of the many.
Now had there plea from every quarter; but the reply was,
been but one individual to- be saved in the ‘that to remit the penalty in his ‘case, would
commercial eredit in the kingdom.
vast uniyerse of God, the same provision
which has been made would have had to be When ‘the people ‘see that law is thus imparmade for the salvation of that one indi- tially and surely enforced, whoever is the
transgressor, then they feel and know that,
vidual.
In aceardence with this principle each in- the minister of justice bears not the sword
dividuil can li um Christ as his Saviour, in vajn.
If, when criminals are convicted,they are
even {o the extent that it was for him that
he performed each act in his redeeming permitted to escape punishment, through
some sickly sentimentalism
or technical
woik.
Is it not, indeed, fitting that we

should even contemplate Christ, while on
the cross, as feeling that he suffered for’
each and every individual saved through
Him? Isitatall to be wondered at that
Paul, in speaking of Christ, should have
said, * Who loved me and gave himself tor

me" 2

BR

Martial glory

excites a fiery ambition, which, in

its turn,

longs for fame, and is elated by iis attainment. We overlovk the horrid barbarisies
of war to admire the daring exhibited by
the contestanis. The story of a hard fight
crowned by victory is magnetic. - The
struggle against poverly for years, to result in palatial wealth; the humble drudg-

ery, accompanied

by intense exertion, to

transfer one from the country law office
to Congress; the laborious and unswerving
loyalty of the student, to be finally recognized as a genius; these are all designed to
strengthen the weak and sustain the falter-.
‘ing. So that electrical sentence, ‘‘ I have
fought the good fight,” etc., ,gives inspirato

cre.

forth

posed, will be sure to avail themselves in
their nefagjous calculation and conduct.
Hence, a high responsibility rests upon all
that the foundations of law and order are
not removed and the protection of the innocent abandoned. Society has a right to

km

Victory brings exultation.

tion

quibble; if, without any sufficient reason,
sentences are commuted or remitted,
it
amounts to a license of vice and crime, of
which criminals and those criminally dis-

our courts and executive magistrates to see

Lead Us Not.

fignt

valanily

heroic

t&

for

courage

conquer in

the

the Christian

demand

protection, to insist on a

return to

a sureand impartial administration of justice, from which there has been a strange:
and inexcusable departure.
The demand is not fora particular penalty, for vindictiveness, for the neglect of
moral appliances,
but it is fora fair,thorongh,

equal and certain administration.
is no conflict

between

justice

There

and benevo-

lence ; they are in entire harmony with each
other, and alike essential to the

welfare of

purposes.

It is,

-

The preachers are asked to lead off by giving ten dollars apiece, and have, so far, responded in a way creditable to the prompt-

ness of their
ries.

parishioners in

paying

sala-

Supposé the Free Baptists have a ** centennial ?’. We can safely commence laying
Plans in this direction, and, as our ministers

have a weakness generally for leading off
when money is to be raised, we feel almost
willing to pledge the ten dollars apiece in
th¥\behalf as a * nest egg. " Does the
moti
fod a second ?
— BAD ¥OR Romamisy.
The passage
last winter, by the Ohio legislature, of what
has commonly been called the Geehan bill,
providing forthe throwing open of the penal
institutions to religious services such as any
of the inmates might choose,

has

been

re-

garded as a Catholic triumph. It has also
been predicted of late that the Democracy
of the State would espouse the Jesuit cause
in its raid on the free schools. There was
abundant

reason,

perhaps,

to

support

only

temper-

days'ago. At the latter,a
courageous spirit was manifested, a determination fo take hold of the work of reform

anew expressed, and a resolution adopted
pledging noteto vote for any one known to
use liquor as a beverage.

Thongh

distinct

could see

evil oftener than
to EEplore Sabgerith

the

worthy of oursuggestive adringing words. |
fGreibiy presentoffspring, heirs
curse

of

Our immortal interests

depead

upon

sm;

C.

get-

who had gone astray ; and,second,

the best

college will not'lack & name
ence in the world.

or

in many paintings from the

easels

of lor-

eign artists found a place with those exccuted by home talent. The Munich artists,
Otto

Seitz

and

Walter

Shirlaw,

Villa

of

Paris, and Rosa Bonheur were represented
by original paintings. So long, however,
as the West has Elkins, and Carlsen, and

tives in almost any field.

has

her

abundant

representa-

Among the many

passed. The
coming autumn promises
large accessions to the work of our artists.

an

influ-

a few degrees lower than on the preceding o'clock the surrounding towns had begun to
day. ¢
pour their inhabitants into the city, and
In the forenoon there was a meeting of when-the procession moved at 9 1-2,A.M., to
the Trustees, who also held several other the City Hall, where the graduating exermeetings daring the week.
Great bar- cises occurred, there was not only a good
‘mony prevailed in the sessions. © The ad- many eyes bent upon it, but quite as many
dress of President Cheney presented the persons to follow it to the hall as that large
various questions of interest connected with room coulg well convene.
the

college, “and, aniong

other

things,

he

THE
SoutH.

THOUSAND
DOLLARS
FOR THE
There yet remain three shares of

In the midst of business transactions,
Hon. James G. Blaine, in behalf of the
Trustees and other friends, addressed the

words,

and prewatch and

ge should look | chain, valued #over $200.

$100 each to be taken, before

the Freedmen

can get'the benefit of the $100 that a few
friends have proposed to raise for them. A

reliable person offers to take the tenth share,

provided the eighth and ninth ate preyiously taken. Be quick, now, and; let us have
{he money.
ET

in the first case, and also charge their dis-

appointment to the same parties
in the last
case.

Like all the rest of young

America

the compositors and other office hands have|
a lit surplus patriotism fo discharge, and
by
nimble work they have gained a full
of
treated as a purely practical one. instead
day’s time, so that they need n't be -obli d |
good
all
of
object
The
abstractly.
to make any undignified haste nor’ be 0
should be the elevation of the best a]
ble men to office. Hence if in a given locali- Neeayed. into , any

over noisy demapaira-

was organized a Theological Alumni

Asso-

given

utter-

swerve
from
our great central creed.
ciation. Various persons have
Science may elucidate the methods of God’s

workings; it is damb before the fact.’ Away
with the false standards of religion and
flaunting and secular forms of worship ! Give
us back the church that is built not of granite, nor of marble, but the spiritual house.
What the church most needs to-day with all
its popularities and outward successes, is a

ological students.
L

MONDAY.

"Donduy was marked chiefly by the gath-

They are

would do credit to any college.

mainly of that firm, practical stuff that we
the remaining" $30,000 of the condition is like to see mingling with the world’s forces.
raised. He referred to the bequest of $4,000 They can not fail to belp and bless it. The
from Mrs. Chesley, of Newmarket, N. H., good sense, the mental vigor, awd the
and the large bequest fiom the estate of Mr. physical robustness that showed themselves

RE the motives

breadth will wu

The exercises were highly gratifying:
The seventeen young men who graduated

said thut Mr, Bates had secured the balance
of his firdt pledge of $100,000, and was
ready to pay his second $100,000 as soon as

agencies to redeem it, and from the who showed in the treatment of his theme
hope and blessing
ceptering in the gospel, _not only close reading but deep scholarship,
its fitness to meet — "satisfy all these con- fine mental analysis, and more than the avditions, Thus the divine energy gives ef- erage of literary culture.
Art should be
fectiveness to a human and thoroughly Christianized,and Christianity adorned with
weak ministry.—The first reflection that the charm and beauty of art,
before” either
comes from this theme is the duty boldly to could bestow its best blessing on the 'world..
set forth and earnestly to invite these di- The exercises were the source of abundant
vine elementsof our. religion. We must satisfaction. God be thanked for sending
remem
that the true weapons of our such young men upon the watch towers.
warfare arg not carnal but mighty.
We
We were especially glad to notice the fine
admire the serene conviction of the scien- physique of each of the graduates,
They
tist, and his faith shall stimulate our confi- possess not only brain but brawn. - That is
dence, We will not quarrel with science, -the kind of men the world’s work needs.
All ber ‘theories we will accept — when
Following the graduating exercises, there

hair's

which

atmosphere,

parted freshness to thé

human

Not one

a fine day it was. A gentle shower in the
early morning had laid the dust and im-

TUESDAY,

sented him with a massive gold

proved.

WEDNESDAY.

This was Commencement day proper, and

Tuesday dawped clear and pleasant, and, forthwith gave out its June odors wi in
thanks to Mr, Fahrenheit, with the mercury gratitude to the cooling rain. By “eight

President in a few fitting

To these facis

a histori-

Quinby had prepared

cal address for the occasion, but was prevented from being present. It is proba-

were represented at these declamations, the

the Son of God himself gave his life to save
for right motives i

N. XY. Dr.

Huntington, ble that a public meeting of some siguifi‘‘ Impulse and- Principle.” - The prizes, of cance will be provided for at the next Com$25 and $15, were awardedto Stacy and mencement,
Collins. With such qualities ip its classes as

men who have lived have esteemed their
lives of little worth if they must surrender
their principles for the sake of them; and

our lives.

The meeting for organiza-

Historian.

tion was briefly addressed by the Pres, and
by Rev. M. M. Smatt, of ‘Whitestown,

Adams,

ting these aids.
In the third place, this Benson, of Boston, somewhat incumHered
help must come through human means. at presefit, with a prospect of ultimalely\reGod is the prime source of help, but there alizing $50,000.
_Th¢ Treasurer's report represénted the
are also human agencies, and these are by
no means to'be overlooked. "Inthe fourth cmrent receipts of the year to have been
"had been
place, we must admit that we owe some-- $16,327, while the expenditures
:hing to our race. It is only thromgh mu- $19,874; the excess of expenditures having
tual helpfulness that the world's civiliza- been $3,047. The amount of invested funds
tion has been achieved, and it will be only is $178,412.
Appropriate resolutions were
adopted
by this means that it will be maintained and
advanced.
Like the shepherd that gives over the deaths of Rev's Ebenezer” Knowlhis lite tor bis sheep, we must hold our- ton and Geo. T. Day, late’ members of the
Hon. Benjamin J. Cole, of N.
selves ready to toil and sacrifice for the Trustees.
race.— After presenting numerous and rich H., and Rev. Wm. H. Bowen, of Lewiston,
illustrations of the beauty and value of this were elected to fill these vacancies; and
mu‘ual helpfulness, drawn both from an- Hon. GeorgeG. Fogg, of N. H., was chosMr. “OliverC.
cient history and from passing’ events, the en to fill shother vacancy.
President closed his address with these two Wendell, of Dover, N. H., was appointed
Professor of Astronomy,and Mr. E. C. Beoreflections: First, the sublime consis tency
in the doctrine of the atonement, in the son, laf Poston, is to take his place as a
good shepherd giving his life for the sheep Trustee,

revival, a scriptural revival, with its deep
political action was urged, the course of the
heart-searchings,its profound convictions of
National convention was indorsed, finally,
A DAY GAINED, '1f the most of our readsin, and its ringing declarations of the
which declined to commit itself to a third
party movement. The declared purpose of ers get their paper a day earlier this week, whole counsel of God.
i
the Towa convention is to take political ac- and if some of the contributors fail to find
The address closed with a brief and eartheir messages in print,they must thank the
tion, either to organize a separate tempernest personal application of the' points dissigners
of the declaration of independence cussed to the cases of the graduating theof
one
with
ance party or to unite forces

field.
We think there need be no difficulty in
deciding on a line of policy for temperance
men (o pursue, provided the question be

E.

and

G. F, Adams, ‘* Art;”
study of Law;" I. C.

Degrees
of
Doctor
of
Divinity
were
platform which come naturally from the facts will conferred upon Rev. DeWitt C. DaurWe favor the complete
separation of ‘lead us to the adoption
of right principles gin, President of Hillsdale College, Michichurch and state,religions independence and
for
the
government
of
our
lives.—Then fol- | gan, upon Rev. Henry P. Torsey, President
absolute freedom ol opinion, equal and exlowed some fitting words to the graduating of Wesleyan Seminary at Kent's Hill, Me.,
act justice to all reiigions societies, and
purely secular education at the expense of class, standing at the threshold of the and upon Rev. D. M. Reeves, of Albany,
the tax-payer, without any division among world's activities, and just entering its N.X.
or controlled by any seet, directly or in- work and strife.
If they heed the excelIn the afternoon occurred the anniversadirectly, of any p ction of the public school
lent advice which was given them, it can
fund.
ry exercises of the Theological department
not fail to make both them» and the world
of the college, when a class of five young
The average Jesuit mind will undoubtedbetter. The President’s-allusion to the two
men received diplomas of graduation.
We
ly be brought, in view of the above, to reTrustees who have died during the year,
flect on the dangerovs uncertainty of politi- Hon. E. Knowlton and Rev. Geo, T. Day, bave seldom derived more real satisfaction
from exercises of this character than from
cal parties in this free America of ours.
was iu eloquent and impressive terms. InThe themes
Such has been the agitation of this ques- deed, the - high service which those two those of Tuesday afternoon.
tion in Ohio for the past few months, so lives rendered to culture and truth could were well chosen, they were candidly and
emphatic the voice of the press, and un- not fail to inspire both eloquence and con- intelligently treated, and each graduate
equivocal the nutterances of religious con- viction. Thus being dead they live, like ail gave promise, by the dignity of his bearing and the good sense of his utterances,
ventions, that the party was simply obliged those who, in the words of the Baccalauof future usefulness and success.
To
to choose between the most disastrous de- reate, give their lives for their fellows.
summarise, Mr. T. G. Wilder, of Eastport,
feat al the polls or a declaration ot the
In the evening there was a sermon before
character given.
The Republican convenMe., illustrated the principle of Christian
the Theological School by Rev. C. F. Penunity, and showed a good appreciation of
tion had made this question a square issue
ney, of Augusta, Me.
It was drawn from
its spirit and benefits; B. A. Sherwood, of
and put its candidate for governor in the
the words in 1st Corinthians, 2: 1-5, the
Norton, N. B., exalted the Truth, showing
field committed to non-interference with the
theme being ** The Divine- Forces of the
free school system, and, now,
the opposite
in well shaped sentences its power ang
Gospel.” The sermon was the subject of
promise, and urging a steadfast adherence
party goes to the utmost extreme of fervor
unvarying praise. It was full of#strong
for the system, to bid for votes. All of
to and honoring of it; F. H. Peckham, of
points, and they were clearly and sharply
which simply shows that the American peoWestport, Mass., eompared Christian
presented. / Mr. Penney showed how, from
with the other religions, and showed how
ple are notto be (rifled with on this same
the present popu larity and power of Chriswell it is ealeulated, by its loving, ‘helpful
common school question, and Catholics may
tianity, it was tempted to surrender spirit
and brotherly spirit, te surpass the others,
as well take notice accordingly.’
for maiter, unseen and eternal glories for
and beeome the religion of the future; J.
merely temporal .rewards.
But tie hope
Arr Iv CHICAGO. Itis worthy of note and success of the Christian enterprice de- M. Lowden, of Cornwallis, N. S., chose as
his theme, * The Suecess of Failure,” and
{hat the Western metropolis finds time, and pends entirely on this truth:
The divine
in
thrilling, stirring sentences, by choice
«its people have the inciination, to pause forces which center in the gospel of Christ
find beautiful illustrations, by an evident
now and then, from the rush and restless- are
the only ultimate reliance for the
appreciation of the means and ends of true
ness of building, and buying, and selling, world's conversion, and must be depended
success, and as though he was imbued with
and turn aside to give thoughtand find prof- on in all teaching and preaching as thie only
the spirit of heroie toil, leaving the event
:
it in matters of art.
assurance of success.
By divine forces are with God for whom he would toil, he inThe Academy of Design goes onward in meant those which come directly from God,
spired and aroused his andienee as an
its work and finds substantial encourage- supernatural and superhuman.—The speaker
army might be by a blast from its leader's
ment among the people.
A most satisfac- then argued from the emergency of a world
trumpet ; and last eame ¢¢ Christianity and
tory exhibition took place last week, where- plunged in sin, from" the inadequacy of
Art,” by C. A. Bickford, of Portland, Me.,

sur-

oe Bathe seefh, we should find that we

with his son, but under

Pickering, called “The Day Dream,” which,
to

our race
It was a
brave and
points were
are God’s

10:
are

and, second, as such we need help. Like
the infant, we need care and direction.

excellent pieces of our home artists we especially noticed a small figure piece by

Current Topies.

The text was found in John
the theme
was,
Our lives

the only gift ta
selves as men.
dress, full of
The following
ed: First, we

this in view of past developments. The
Slate convention of the Democracy has,
however, met, adopted a platform and separated. And this is what it put into its

ance candidates for office is just now being
agitated a good deal in the West. Towa
held a prohibitory State convention at Des
Moines last week, and Indiana held a _simi-

a warfare, we are con-

Cheney.
11, and

expect

war-

often overcome, losing strength and heart
True strength comes by

able feature of this festa) week.
The exercises began Sunday afternoon,
June 20, with a Baccalaureate sermon before the graduating class by “President

all

and

in 2

severe dralts, is a noticeable and commend-

like

and on

Commencement
week at Bates College
has been full of interest.
The attendance
was large, the exercises were ofa credita-

lege is a recodiizol forse, and upon whom
the large attendance of. visitors makes

occasions
the
membership
are
being
thoroughly ** entbugéd ” with the idea of a
gigantic fund, both as & monument of past
progress and a promoter ot future growth
in Baptist principles. Half a million dollars is the modest sum asked for in Illinois
alowe, and, the. papers say, it will be raised.

reason to be satisfied with

day, who often fight the enemy, yet. are as the existing political parties now ‘in the

ny

educatioval

BA

ble character, and all eoncerned were quite
well satisfied. The hospitality ‘of the eitizens of Lewiston, among whom the Col-

most enterprises now-a-days, a * eentennial” effort, we believe. In the Northwest,

harmony in tone, we have rarely seen

thousand can overcome, if he permits the
enticements to evil to wage war with him.
Look at the multitudes who fall, day by

not only this, but if we

year for

Pickering, and Gookins, she

the criminal class.

|

* Fetters;

“The Centennial;
M. Douglass, “The

Greenyillé, R. I.,Sec
; Prof:
. Howe, Treas.

Phillips, *‘ Idleness; " J. H.

Bates College Commencement.

work in earnest to raise money the present

society, the protection of the wyirtuous, the
and best good even of

Denominational News and Notes.

Baptist dehas begun

for richness in color, beauty in design

But does strength, come by hand to hand
fight with lemgtation? When a pernicious

| lise, consent

-—— SOME Goon Work.
The
nomination
of this country

;

T. H., Stacy,

run

temperance men

him who was tempted forly days and forty
nights, that we should pray to be kept from
temptation. Surely, the Master knew what
was best for us.
on¢

to

goes

with temptation. We know strength comes
by overcoming ; yet it was the testimony. of.

not

unwise

repression of erime,

fare.
So, to resist temptation is grand, fo stand
face to face with the enemy is heroic. But
it is far sweeter and purer not to struggle lar one a few

habit
has once been formed,

thought

——TEMPERANCE IN Poritics. The duty of

Master,

which

it was

at conventions, commencements

vanced.
One of them is substantially that
Christ benefited the raceof man, simply
through the spotless example which he set,

were

eonvention

to local decision according to local possibilities of success. We hope the Iowa convention will so influence the nominations
of the Republican party that a Prohibition
ticket will be found unnecessary.

they

been

very often happens, however, that a separate ticket on atemperance basis put into
the field simply divides the vote of the best
party and so defeats a comparatively safe
man While a positively bad man is elected.
In the deliberate judgment of the National

and wait patiently for the sun of righteousness fo shine upon it and the rains of heavenly mercy to fall upon it.
Oh, for that
pati
ontinunance in well doing !

good

ness. The same law prevails
here asThe frequency of daring aud atrocious
in material” things. We gaze, for in- crimes of late is such as to excite the deepstance, with interest and emotion upon’ est solicitude in every thoughtful mind.
the revelations of the teleseope. By means Instead of diminishing, the evil is alarmingof it, space is seemingly annihilated, distant ly on the increase. We have not only the
objects are brought near, and we are made old forms and modes, but others new and
to have some faint idea of the vastvess of strange, almost beyond conception of deGod's creations. The revelations of the praved humanity. - All this in our boastmicroscope, on the other hand, are equally
ed land of light and love, of moral and rewonderfal, not from their. greatness, but ligious influences unsurpassed.
Whither
from their minuteness.
By means of it we are we tending, what is to be the issue of
learn that evena drop of water, a grain of thése things?
sand, the tiny flower and the. insects not
Much may be said by way of actounting
seen without its aid, exhibit marks of God's for the fearful anomaly.
War is ever dewisdom and contrivance.
The microscopic moralising to the last degree, intestine war
view of the plan of ‘redemption claims our most of all.
The camp, the battle- field,
reverence, adoration and gratitude quite as marauding expeditions are hot beds of vice,
much as the telescopic. But what is this nurturing every kind of extravagance, reck“microscopic view, or how is Christ angin- lessness, inhumanity.
War destroys many
dividual Saviour?
bad men as well as good men, but it makes
theories

to do it. id

the risk spoken of, and the question was left

We must, also, sow he

no

Respecting
the work of Christ in human

should combine by all means

A

toSi mater. We ‘wish Tent treatment of the subject in hand.
them, and all the thousands who celebrate There were eight speakers, viz., 0. W.
with them, a real holiday, and the awaking Collins, *‘ Onr
Heroic Age;” W.
H.
of new and higher patriotism in their hearts. Adams, “Higher Education of Women; "

to elect a pronounced temperance man, the

seed,

again,

are - viewed in all their details aNd minute-

salvation, .three

y
5
tions in he
edare strong FLL

ty the Wmperie I

ance,

during

the

past

fifteen

years,

toa

conviction of the desirableness of an’ ussoci.

ation ameng the ex-members of the Biblical
school, not only to preserve individual history, and’ perpetuate a bond of union bétween successive

generations

of

students,

but to make each clergyman more effective
as a recruiting officer for the ranks of the

ministry.

on the stage, all

carried

large

promise

of

excellent service in active life, as well as
long continuance init. The following list
of subjects will indicate the range of thought
and utterance

_Salutatory,

Ashmun Thompson

Madison ; Public

Opinion,

Salley,’

Frank”

Henry

Hall, Wilton ; The Ultima Thule in Science,
Albert Moore Spear, Litchfield; Unwritten
History, Horace Frank Gile, Sanbornton,

N. H.; Christianity ard Civil Freedom,
Charles Godfrey Warner, Naumburg, N.Y. ;
Progress in Government, Forest Leroy
Evans, Alton, N. H.; The Relation of Journalism

to Oratory, Prank

Boutelle

Fuller,

Wilton ; The Burden of Knowledge, James
Nash, Lewiston; Creeds, Joseph Herbert
Hutchins, Dover, N. H. jie. Representative |
Awerican, Hervey Sufhmer Cowell, Lebanon ; Mystery, Nathan Sanford Palmeter,

Avondale, N:8.i, Sell-Knowledge, Frank
Leslie Washburn, Ashland,- N. H.; The
Ethics of Success, George
Lewiston;

The

Willard

Culture of

James Raymond

Wood,

Amusement,

Brackett, Lebanon;

Arbi-

tration, Lewis Merritt Palmer; Litchfield ;
The Modern Skeptic, George Oak, Garland ;
Valedictory, The Scholar and the State,
Frank Hartford Smith, Winthrop ; The Poet,
George Merbert Stockbridge, Lyndon, Vt.

The last ‘oration was for the degree of
Muster of Arts, and was a prodaction of
real merit. We can not specify the others.
Comparisons would be invidious. Ir the
class, in the service of most of its members,

is not heard
appointed.
If they will
and motive

from hereafter, we shall be disLet them be true and in earnest.
make that both the inspiration
of their lives, we need not fear

for them.

The President accompanied the conferring
of degrees wilh. some excellent remarks,
and after benediction the procession again

formed

and’ marched

where the
served,

to the

gymnasium

Commencement

dinner

was

Of the material part of the feast we need
not speak.
It was varied, abundant, and
quickly devoured. The literary part was
excellent. Ex-Senator Patterson, with his
cultured oratory and fine scholarship; Hon.
‘James G. Blaine, with his practical wisdom
and never-failing patriotism; Hon. W. PE.
Frye, with his enthusiastic

merriment;

J.

D. Philbriek, Jaden with the experience of
a long and honorable service as Superintendent of the Boston public schools;. Revs.
Sawtelle and

Quinby,

‘with their quiet.

but

hearty expressions of good will. and. sympathy with all efforts for a true edueation;
—when such gentlemen as these make the
after-dinner speeches, a tired and half:sick
reporter may conscientiously excuse himself from attemptizg to tell the reader what
they said. One may be sure it was:good.
The address before the Literary Societies
in the: evening was given by Hon..J. W.

Patterson, of New Hampshire. His theme
was the scholarship needed for the times. It
should be based on trath, charged with. patriotismy, imbued with a regard for character
that will not throw away. years of a worthy
vecord at the unfounded charges of a rabble,
and guided by an integrity that whether in
public. or private spheres will keep men

true to right and duty, It was a most pleasling and grateful production. Hundreds
who heardit thank him for it. Not only the
address’ itself,

the cultured
illustrations

but

the

graces

expression
which

and

adorned

of oratery,

the

classical

it, with

the

gems of thought that shone clear cut and
brilliant all through it, made- it “both a delight and a profit to these who Hsigned to
it.

THURSDAY.
For good and sufficient reasons there
were no exercises before the Alumni Association in the forenoon,

so

that

the

whole

&

day wns given to rest, to quiet drives about
the cities of Lewiston and Auburn, and

tothe departure of mény of the guests for
their homes. They carried the pleasantest
récollections with them,
~
In the evening

econired

the class exer-

It has been felt that eficienoy.of | cises, cohaprising an oration by F. H, Smith,

labor would be promoted among those who

have been trained under common influences to labor for the Master's kingdom, by

a poem by H. 8, Cowell, Chronicles by

George Oak, Prapheoy byF. L. Washburn,
and Parting Address by A. M., Spear. These
exercises were more especially interesting
to the graduated class and the students of

every means that could increase unity of
purpose and feeling, or ardor of effort in the
common work. The Association is design- the college, but were

also enjoyed

hy the

ed to include not only all fature graduates Inrge audience of citizens and friends in atof the Theological Seminary, but all its for- tendance.
mer students, and all ministers who obThe week's exercises have been highly
tained their preparatory training in our in- enjoyable and satisfactory. The eollege is
stitutions prior to the establishment of’ the established,
'Its success - is . reasonably
first Theological school.- The officers of the sure. Let us all give our ‘hands and hearts

eting of the Alumni and friends during the
day, and by thie junior prize declamations
in the evening. . The parts were original,
and were characte: ized by independence of Association are, Prof, Fullonton, Pres;
thought; freedom of exfyession, and’ intelli Dr. H. Quinby, Vice Pres.; Rev, A. Given,

to building it up loto a temple of trath and

p and the highest learning.»~We
scholarsbiita
:
.

ki

~

ad

ie

£3

Coa

a

On Stinday séveral’ of a Anaiiini of ‘we | 2010e have enjoyed revivals,
o
re bo

abilit
was a man of f ability

d

women, and wemay expect to

cupied his old pulpit Sunday morning in the
i!

The mercury on Monday reached 100 fn

the shadein different parts of Lewiston.
"There are indications of a good sized

propriated for its redemption. (The propertyis worth $1500.00; the mortgage was

freshman class, A dozen have already en:
tored.
“The cohoert Tuesday evening was a bril-

ported, and the amount

and victo-

veteran left to tell of former conflicts

:
$150.00. ‘We hope it can be saved,)
Commiitees were appointed on the Minis-

ries, Many there were whose locks have begun whole times..."
to register the years of care and sacrifice and Dunville Soo,
faithful labor, and who give promise ‘of many | Wa: Sto Do r,

try, Missions, Sabbath Schools, Temperance

more years of successful toil, but

the music being of the very best

by

each

for

the

ing which was attended by a brilliant com-

eenth session with the Horton chureb, in | gible for the work.
the bounds of the Cedar Valley Q. M., June | 3. That every minister should
from all bbits ahd practices hal
11-13.
his deportment
usefulness, and
Per
Organ
'eRCE
Bie gentlemanly, kind, courteous and
¥ Ee
Ss Confersges organized
Le
,
’
.
and he should never indulge a

in hand with

their

culture,

and

the

cutes that

success

may

sented, who reported by'resolution or oth-

exe«

equal their brightest

discussion,

Christian
-

with
thy.

resolutions elicited

Some of the

erwise.
earnest

forbearance

sympa-

and

This Q. M. re-

Q.M.

CEDAR VALLEY

conducted

was

which

them, yet we

ported some prosperity ; two new churches
organized and received during the year
and some of the old churches strengthen?
ed.

WATERLOO Q. M.

‘General iitercst hag

prevailed in the La Porte and Fairbanks
churches. One new church organized and

Jeceived

at Oldnine,

rN
Root River Q. M.
by request, to unite
Southern Y. M.

.

This
with

most

with them to continue to aid
forts to extend our churches

efto

our
and

us in
south

its future may bring

SABBATH SCHOOLS.

under

was dismissed
the: Minnesota
:

Resolved,

That Sabbath

“1.

UF

schools

are

degree

converts, who,

if they persist
About one hundred witnessed | any intoxicating drinks, and band
of fellow-

spirituality.

to the power of the Zospel-to save, and-all
felt that i was good to be there.

in their use to withdraw the

ship from them.

The Committee. on resolutions reported

one in favor of our denominational publica.

tions, and the necessity for extending their

circulation was plainly set forth by differtnt
brethren.

The following resolutions, reported by a

Special Committee,

on the deaths

of Rev.

G.T. Day, D. D., and Rev. C. Holroyd,
were unanimously adopted:
Resolved, 1. That we, as

a Y,

M.,

acknowl-

edge, with deep bumility, the hand of Providence in calling away the spirit of our dear, dearted Bro., the Rev. G.T. Day, Editor of the

orning Star,

2. Tnat we hereby express our heart-felt sorrow at the death of one so noble in nature, so
holy in life, so earnest in Christiun labor, so loyal to our common Saviour, so safe as a guide and

leader, and so loving to all. We know thata
reat and good un has fallen,
At his grave
yristhauiey grieves, literature and humanity
mingle their

8.

tears.

That while we

grace, we earnestly

devoutly

seek

pray that the

submissive

muntle

of our

eparted Brother may full upon another, and we
. resolve to seek for more of that Spirit which go
- richly endowed his mind and was manifested in
all his

utterances

and

deeds, and

made

of him

the true man and devout Christian that he was.

4.That we express to the dear wife and relatives
them,
our sincere sympathy with

of the deceased,

DOCTRINE.
Resolved,

om
most

this conference

1. That

hearily endorses the doctrines contained in
the Treatise on the faith of the F. Baplists
as the true doctrines of the Bible.

92. That the doctrines of repentance, faith,

sanctification, holiness of heart and cousecration are doctrines essential to salvation.

8..

communion,

That baptism,

support-

ing the gospel, prayer and Christian labor
are duties that all Christians owe to the
cause of God.

The discussions oh all these reports were

warm and spirited and they were adopted
with a hearty vote.
Sermons were preached during the meeting by Rev’s Furguson, McNary, Green,
Cotand
Rice, Mannin a, McClelland

ton.

were good,

Our religions meetings

andall felt at the close of the meeting that
it was a refreshing time, and the reports
show steadfastness and an increase.

No: Berwick, Mz,

in this their great affliction, nd we will pray the

3

4

4

makes mistakes ; rather,

1875.

Jue 27,

Wis.,

hi

3
and cousolation | Turning homeward from attendance 0h 110
grunt strength
spirits
and possess their minds Wisconsin Y. M. session at Johnstown, we find

to
loving
10 their Father
distressed

is that peace which Jesus promised to his folowers.

On the death of Bro. C., Holroyd :

ourselves committed

to that most

of all occupations, viz., waiting

exasperating

for the

may

erred,

have

a consistent life, earnest spirit and loving heart.
2. That we also recognize inthis event a
call from the Master to ourselves, to be wholly
given to the work

of saving

souls,

living

lives

of fruatfuluess, and thus preparing for the home

to which our dear Brother hus gone, where the
former things are passed away.
;

train.

We call it an occupation, with a full sense of the

the infelicity of compulsory waiting, at a townless railroad junction for half a night, knows
how to justify our term, It is not only an occupation which may be described adjectively as
exasperating, but may further be described as
Such faithful conemphatically industrious.
sultingof time-pieces, such devoted perusal of

Committee on Missions reported in favor
of organizing a Y. M. Home Mission Board;
and the following persons were appointed : last week's daily under the delusion that someTreasurer; Rev. 8. F. Smith; Executive thing new may be discovered on the tenth readBoard, Rev.’ J. J. Hall, Bros. 8S. V. R. ing, such diligent study of the omnipresent railSlade and G. W. Hanks; Collector-of Home road and ocean steamer show-cards ornamenting
Mission funds for the Delaware & Clayton the walls, and which we have read before &t
Q. M., Rev. H. M. Bailey ; Waterloo Q. M., least a hundred and ninety-eight times, such ' re-

Luther Ellis;
Summerlin,
‘Business

Cedar Valley Q. M., Rev. 8.

meetings

were

harmonious,

pretiching direct and spiritual, and we trust
there was much seed sown that will bear
fruit to the glory of God.
Collection for
Freedmen’s Mission, $20; other purposes,
$10.
.R. NorroN, Clerk.

So. ill. Yearly Meeting.
The sixth annual sessiomeof the Southern

ourselves

mani-

the in-coming train,—all these things and

more,

markable curiosity as we find

festing to explore the horizon in the direction of
collectively, and each and every one in particular,
help us to a new application if not interpretation
ofthe Apostle’s injunction to ¢ let patience
her perfect work." .

have

The session of the Wis,¥. M., has come to be
regarded as the event of the year, so far as our
annual convocations west of the lakes are concerned. The present session was no exception
axe
meetings:
to the interest with which these’
regarded, judging from the large attendance.

111. Yearly meeting was held with the VilRarely has the hospitality . of a community
la Ridge church; May 2880. It was call- been more severely taxedto entertain the guests.
ed to order by the clerk. Prayer by F', John- thar now} but fortunately the numerous and
80 4 The committeeon credentials reported capacivus homes and generous hearts of the
delegates from Cairo, Mound City, Carbon: good people’ of Johnstown were more than.
y
dale,
and Unpion: Q. Meetings, and’ a ‘equal to the demands of the occasion.
permanent - erganization
was
effected
It is gratifying to be able to say. that in the

as «follows:

Chairman,

J. 8. Manning:

assistants, A. Rice and A, Groen; clerk and
Lhd

nw

8

3

Wieonirv
Cll

To

them,

the

other

have

been

one that has

that

woe ine

mary as

ing would cheer her more, than to know
land, are asking
sisters in her own
strengthen her for her work, and crown
Shall we do not
bors with success.
Much as we want to see the Woman’s

the

to

0

In Lynn, Mass., June 27, by Rev, L. A, Lang,
Mr. Albert 8. Allen and Miss Estella W. Perry,both
1
f L.
Rev. of J.P.
June 11, by
In Madison
|| Longley,
the
pastor
Bice M.¥e., EDWAEDS,
BEV. Bridge,

far Perry’s Moth
Lotion.

sermon on

farewcll

how

thet her
God to
ber lado it?—
treasury

:

Thatas

far

as

practicable,

in

endeavor to interest our sistersin giving
freedwomen of the south as well as

will

to the
to the

Are we ready for this? Rathheathen women.—
er, are we not readyto send back a word

shall carry joy

Band ?

and gladness

that

that Mission

to

j

Nearly all the funds raised by this Society
Not
have been given to the Foreign Mission.
any too much, indeed, but does not the Foreign
Mission itself demand, that while with one hand
we toil for India’s wants, the other shall just as
faithfully, be given to the work at home ?
Above all else, the blessed example of our
Saviour teaches, that

though

suffered

he

and

died for the world, ¢he came unto his own.’
Almost the last words to his disciples, that farewell sermon, which opened to their

understand

ing the law and the prophets, plainly told them
this gospel

must be preached to all nations,’

but, ¢ beginning; at Jerusalem.’

13,

=

aceording

Longley;

J, P. LoNGLEY, for Com.

by the candidate.

Freediiien’s Mission

Sold qy all Druggists.

been

a

field

of usefulness,

Miss L. A. DeMeritte, Treasurer of the F'., B,

Woman's Miss. Soc., said: “ It was at the New
Hampshire
Woman's

Yearly
Mission

Meceing
Society

that the F. B,
was organized.

This state was the home of our missionary now

in India, already engaged in the Zenana work.
For these reasons the women of N, H. must have
a deep interest in this Society,

8,659

and to-day

re-

and then talk of our

If there be a society in her church, stir up a
new interest, increase the membership, awake

loug

inglorious

PYLE’S

CA

The

Mrs. W. then referred to the Society at Dover,
organized last Oct., stating among other things
that-* there are seventy-seven members, some
pledging ten cents per week, some five, some
When
four, but the most two cants per week.

-

in New England,

hour which is dévoted to a religious

and literary

maThe very interesting anniial exercise. The funds needed for purchasing
sessions for business the best -of harmony and there is no doubt,
a
Once
pledges.
the
from
aside
raised
are
tetinl
] meeting held in connection with the General
brotherly feeling, in the main, prevailed,
;
Ha
:
§ \
LC
o
; <

a Poor

:

all derangements of the
ines, because it removes

26

THE SONG BOOK

THE
GOSPEL SONGS. BEST

in our

B. BLISS
4
y Po, Not BUISS,
:
Wanting.
Found
Tried-and

Not an ordinary Song Book
but the Earnest Words of Earby
amimated
nest Workers
music ‘that will live. Pure,
Simple and Powerful.

in the

House, Boston.

Carpets.
Best Lowell Extra Superfines, $1.00.
Fine styles Philadelphia Supers, 75 cents.
L

House,

Straw

Carpetings, Plain

and

CINCINNATI,

LirTLE SCI0T0 Q. M. will be held with the. Green

churéh, at Powellsville, O., commencing Saturday,
Aug. 21.
ISAIAH SMITH, Clerk,

Post Office Addresses.
Rev. James Royd, Bangor, M¥,

.

0 \ P } l

0.

The New Boston Magazine for Girls and Boys.
at sight SubProfusely Hvstrated. “It wo
geription

sh

4

price $2.00

per

year.

Address, DI LOTHROP
Specimen copies

Agents wanted

every-

& CO., Boston.

22tf

15 cents.

ents for the best-selling Prize

AS oRnees in the world.
It con.
tains 16 Anoets
a10 envel.
opes, golden
Pen,
older.

|

Pevct), patent Yard Measure, and &
Bingle package with elegant prize

oular free.

Da

aids

paid,

BRIDE & Jo. 768 Bronaway,
:

ewelry,
ir

RA

FOR
WANTED
AGENTS
PATHWAYS
OF

id

HE HOLY

Notices and Appointments,

| +

Wis=

Wide Awake! Wide Awake

One Thousand Rolls Canton Matting's,
comprising the finest and choicest brands from the
cargo auction sales, will be retailed to our customers
at less than wholesale prices.
‘ NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,
85 Hanover Street,’opp. American House, Boston.

4825

.

JOAN CHURCH 40, Songs.

House, Boston.

NEW ENGLAND CARPET (0:
yard.
85 Hanover Street, opp. American House, Baton.

Illinois,

:

others.

Price 35 cts; $3.60 Per sll
Single sample copy sent on
receipt of 30 cents.

Red

aa A small ' lot of Two-Ply Carpets at 30 cents per'|

and

consin,

Checked, from the cargo auction sales, for ‘one shilling per square yard.
.
i
:
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,
85 Hanover Street, opp, American

Iowa,

York,

Boston.

House; Boston.

White

.
Field

vivals in England & Scotland.
Chosen over all others for
the State Meetings of New

Floor Oil Cloths. 400 sheets of the best one
dollar goods will be opened and ready for sale this
day at 50 to 62} cents. Our customers will appreciate
the qualities of these goods at sight.
.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.
Hanover Street, opp. American

IN

Contains the Songs sung byl;
Ira D. Sankey in the great re The

»

85 Hanover Street, opp. American

Book

"

SONGS

“ GOSPEL

The above are strictly first-class in every respect,
and are the cheapest goods to be found in this
market.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.

8

’

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

a

ac-

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO.,

All Wool Ingrains, 62 cents.
Handsome Two-Plys, 50 cents.

stomach. liver and intestobstructions without pain

and imparts vigor to the organs which it purifies and

Carpet. — Look

85 Hanover Street, opp. American

of relieving

is used by rational people as a means

a thoroughly re-

remains * that are advertised in large types
newspapers.

joice at any reports of success that is mow ate
tending it. That there is an. increasing interest for that's what we are doing.
desire to.
east and west, and especially
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)
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colorings,
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“fossil
shop-worn
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prices
e
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s
ar
Don’t

we meet a person who says * If I do anything it
will be to clothe the needy at my own door,
they say, all right; come to the vestry and help,

felt in its prosperity, and an increasing
| The Society meets once a month and spends
make it a success, manifest.on the part of women ‘the afternoon in sewing for the poor, except an

advertise

Company, who

are old Tea Dealers, and

liable Company.

dream

that life consists in receiving, and not imparting. * And where there is no society, form one,
a good living organism with all the functions
necessary to life, especially head and heart.”

Wells Tea

4 &

the tone of the bowels and weaken the digestion.

y the
knowledged the best in nse. Each pound bears
name of JAMES PYLE. None genuine without it.
80lamns,

1m25

SINVANS

|

regulates.

DIETETIC

Depot No. 451 Sixth Avenue,

wig

where our brethren from the school at the Ferry
could go and preach on the Sabbath. Several
of our students have taught in that place.
At the baptism, as many white as colored pergons were present, and all gave the most respectful attention.
A young colored man died yesterday, in that
district, in joyful hope of heaven,
A. H, MogrrerL,

SALERATUS.~Universally

Gout.

Only 50c. and $1 per bottle,

New York.

church has existed in that neighborhood for
several years. The colored people have a house
that was byilt about seven years ago, that has
answered
double purpose of schools and
t has

Rheumatism,

it to all persons suffering with pains or

I recommend

miles from Harper's Ferry, and united with the
A branch of this
church at the latter place,

meetings.’

Ache,

Face

Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas
or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA has been
my:elf and family with satisfactory results.

I have
aches of any kind. It surpasses anything
G. H, MILLER,
ever used.
Pres., Real Estate & Savings Bank, Baltimore, Md,

.

.

Neura'gia,

Frosted
Bruises
GILES’
used by

Items.

)

.

Great Head of the ehurch to go forth and work?
this

o
Yor
.b.
is reading it !
#5 Everybedy

DIDDE OF AMMONIA
)DI
Jo

the 27th of June, four persons
On Sabbath,
were baptized in Pleasant Valley, Md., five

treasury suffering. There wonld be no such
thing. And how easily could wé double that
How little! Why,
sum. Four cents per week.
we should never feel it.
But ought we not to work in this cause till we
| do fill it, body and soul? The demands at present are boundless,but there is. money enough if it
is only used and not abused. Tt is unity of action
An old Spanish proverb
we now most need.
says, * Three helping each other are as good as
six.) As unity of action is requisite in all great
enterprises of the world, so unity of action is
absolutely necessary to success in the mission
cause.
:
How can we come into this unity of action?
Why may not each sister present feel that she
the
is a committee henceforth, appointed by

from

NEIGHBORS.
OUR
Mrs. Stowe’s New Novel.
$1.75.
Mustrated. OF a PoTkaciion
New York.
1. B.Forp & Co
AND

Benediction

Hand of Fellowship, C. Campbell;

Now should each
are women in our churches.
woman pay into our mission treasury only two
bink
at do you
N
think would Id be be th the
do ¥

the women

§

27

J.*P.

M. Merrill; Charge,

Prayer,

communicants in this Y. M.; dividing this number by two gives 4,330, a less number than there

of Y. M’s all over the land

49 Bond 8t., New York.

PERRY,

.

4m20 5thp

Bro. Truevax F. Max, of the Madison
Bridge church, was, by a council of the Anson,
Me., Q. M., set apart to the work of the gospel |

cents per week. what
Only the saug sum of $4,603.00. And
of this|amount?
this is for only ove Y. M. Consider the number

we

Fleshworms,

or

1% use Perry's Improved ComeLh) done and Pimple Remedy—the
edicine, or conWy Great Skin
779%"
sult:
”

——
Ordination.

Let us make a
reports

and Freckle

It is reliable,

FOR PIMPLES ON THE
FACE,

in that vicinity, through

ministre, at Anson Village, June

Mus. G. C. Wategman,of Dover, said: “Sisters
of this Y. M., you have listened to these statements,to these stirring appeals, to these stubborn statistics, and your minds are filled with
the subject, and your hearts are inquiring what

Our Register

:

FOR NR ECKLES
AND TAN, ask your Druggist

to the following exercises: Invocation and Serwon, J. P. Nelson; Reading the Scriptures, G.
W. Bean; Prayer, J. Spinney; Consecrating

is increase 1 tenfold in value, because prayer for
God’s blessing upon it, goes with it; that every
dollar comes from souls loving man and loving

little computation.

a

In Sutton, Vt., June 1, by Rev. L. B.- Tasker, Mr.
Damerits Davis, of Lyndon, and Mrs. Sarah B, Ball,

the lack of Home Mission aid and systematic
help from the denomination in. the State. Cases
of this kind exist in too many of our old centers
:
:
of influence. Will not the brethren see that
the proper remedy is applied ?

full, we want still more to feel that every dollar

God.”

of our churches

or two

shall be done, what shall I do? This is a practical question, and if we make it practical when

The Freedmen’s Mission has done, and is
doing a noble work, but they need our help.
Dear sisters, do you know that while we are
assembled here, they are watching and waiting

Voted,

Sole
8ml15

Osgood.

N Blackheads

j-

"ACES,

Hy

le

»

can, what will ‘be the result?

find

York,

In Richmond,
Me., May 22, by Rev. N. Preble, Mr.
Oramandel Smith and Miss J. R, Smith, both of
Litchfield.
.

We have a communication from Lafayette
Village, R. I, which deals with the loss of ont

service,’ and if we do all we
We | than our ‘reasonable
y

those mistakes.

moral courage to dorrect

hope to do likewise,

critic, but
we . are in’ from YTthe possible
danger
I
afternoon?
isi
.
.
of ¢ his
Rev. C. Holroyd, and recognizein our Brother, | with an abiding sense of the fitness of the term | for the decisions last annual meeting
the
of
records
the
faithfully served his God, and, to the nevertheless, and which a little personal expeonew
.
felt society :
of his ability, honored his Master's cause by | oo on not failto create. He who has
best
Resolved, 1. That we acknowledge the hand of
Providence in the removal of our Brother,’ the

Abbie

slow to understand who is our neighbor, but the
| we go to our homes in arousing a greater mission- | June 30,
most successful life is not the one that never
the | ary spirit among our sisters, it will be no more

In theField.
Mizrox JuxcrioN,

then

:
have ¢ passed by on

The

family in New

MARRIEQ

June 27.

not our sisters become so much interested m*doing for others, that they will be ready to save’
the amount called for by the Woman’s Society?
There is one thing we each can do, to help
make this Society a success; we can pray earnestly for God’s blessimg to rest upon it.—Our

and are
pgessing on toward the light.
en of the South are still hard at
The
work receiving a mere pittance. Ladies’ Mission
Societies of other Evangelical Denominations
have become interested for them, are raising
funds in their behalf, sowing the good-seed and |
in due time will reap an abundant harvest.
Romanism is here, too, as elsewhere, faithful
to her vows, and is leading the ignorant captive

may

persons.

have been fully

OR MOTH-PATCHES

Lowell, Mass., preached his

‘the apportionment made by the
es,
churchand
Forelgnand Home Mission Societies should be
paid at all events. But atter this is done, will

tance they have caught glimpses of the daybreak,

We

added

debi

almost ev

In aymond, N.H., June 22, by Rev. B. 8. Manson, Capt. Jonathan Gove,of Nottingham, and Mrs.

We learn that Rev. Joux E. Dane, for nearly
five years pastor of the Paige St, church, in

home, and the band of workers abroad mast
cared for. It should be’ distinctly understood
that these interests have the first eluim upon the

Time has brought a change. The dayspring
from on high hath visited them. The slave has
heard a voice ¢ come up higher,’ At a dis-

side”

by

Maine,

Berwick,

is North

While we seek to devise wise methods of carrying on this work, and want our own treasury

slavery could not quench

it seems, that we

and

proved

may need his

because it brings to our aid such cheerful work-

he could have felt there was a spark within, that

JAcksox JomNsox, Clerk.

Invalids

and

England.
Hegem:
&"' Co.,
New
Manufacturers. Sold by all Druggists.

church by baptism and one by letter ; one of
the former being a son of the pastor,
has so much
The healthof Rev. G. P. Ramsey
hah
;

to which I wish especially to eall your attention,

upon his cabin
his soul in cries

our Society,

.

within
can supply any church,
that hene
improved
Lot
.
rd
| hirch'at Brunswick Village, and Miss SUSIE H.
that
residence,
present
his
of
distance
ort
*
|
funds,
our
increasing
of
There is another way
TINKHAN of Anson.
services, His Post.office address

ing of everything of worth within, If the poor
slave at night, instead of partaking of his scanty

Some have censured

tested

numbers

in

increasing
were

for

good gualities of this preparation

Doughty's Falls

The

June 27, two

and interest.

one bave

Let each

an envelope in some convenient place, so. that
she can drop into it her loose pennies, and before
she will have the required sum t 9
she is aware,
a
Sins hii
MO od Ai
pay her membership for a year.

terrible degradation of the body ; but the blight-

at her will.

| Tonic

;

g
g

The Sabbath school is

that may often be saved from money which they
would otherwise spend for themselves,and would

its

and lamentations, bewailing his condition,

190

;
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pond with churches in nee

at liberty to cor

Let it bo understood that we ask two cents a |

mother’s bosom ; not the auction block, nor the

meal, had prostrated himself
dcor, and there poured forth

.
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Special Notices.

welcomed

week {rom all the women. in the churches, and | chuxch is enjoying a good degree .of prosperity.

Mission

from

two others, were

Pastorate with: the Sherburne, N.Y, % rely;

would see thege things accomplished.—The wom-

they not be induced to give?

the babe

y

.

Dover, N. H.

en of N. H.havé responded nobly to the call of | & pastor.
this Society, but can we not do still more?

A.H.H,

tearing

_—

.

C.0, LABBY, Treas.

dd Wash. St ch, Dover, N H,per AJ Little-.

3

formed,

auxiliaries

Can you not, ratheis. Irefer to the children.
er will you mot, interest them in this work?
a plan which
scars where once stood little churches, the very [Miss DeMeritte here alluded to
The
has already been presented in the Myrtle.]
places, perhaps, where some of us first learned
children’s society in New Hampton lias sent thirto lisp the name cf Jesus, Where are they ty dollars; they have been mission helpers into-day? Like the falling stars, their light has deed. Coul 1 we only have a large band ot “chilgone out. Others remain, dependent in part or dren interested in this work, even if they do not
almost entirely, upon the Home Mission.
Bud give more than ten cents each per year, we
without immediate aid, they, too, will soon be should be far richer than we would be without
them. A precious gift will it be to have their
lost.
:
In the South, there are thousands, perhaps helping bands; in it, a promise, too, of helpers
in this work in the future,
millions of our sisters, deprived in the past, of

all family ties, the

with

15
10.00

dg pg arecion, CAML -.

.

ing in behalf of the Home Mission,
as follows:
«, ,. A sad feature in our denomjnation is the

a beverage

as

way

5.00

Woman's Miss, Soc,, Court 8t ch, Aubury,

Rev. 8, Woop having closed a three years’

and more workers enlisted, in this cause, if we

Mrs. E. Jenthess, formerly a Preceptress in
New Hampton Institution, addressed the. meet-

Satur- | (his Yearly Meeting to admonish their

social meeting on

The

of Nova

We learn thaton the 2d Sabbath of June,
Rév. Geo. R. Horr baptized sixteen happy

=
Cake
4
and especia ly is | Our dear ? brother, Dr. Day, once :said
roying monster,
to his full, we should not forget that the other benevour
We were favored . with the p presence of | hope-dest
to lead in this
mini
God's
f
d
¥
claim
ion
. 8S. S. Class something like this, that to him, the olent societies in the denominat
s ministers to lea
Brethren J. S. Manning, O. E. Baker and | It the dutyo
3
attention. At the present time their funds ave
reat reform.
and still the needy ones at
That we advise all the churches in worst partof slavery was not the sundering of almost exhausted,
: A. H. Huling, ‘who preached to good ac- 9.
membe

ceptance.

ia

:

T. H. CroweLr,

as a physician for the foreign fiddd,

money must be raised, more

worth the name of living, who to-day
list with all his soul and influence in the everything
are earnestly seeking the ¢ better way.’
great battle against this heart-breaking and

day afternoon was one of unusual profit and | bers not to use in any

go
:

| F. B. Woman's Mission Society.

Ministers and- Churches.

[1
Rev.

You need only these~figliyes to sbow that more

CONCLUDED.

for the conversion of the world, and that no

church is doing its whole duty unless it is
aintaining a good live Sabbath school.
That we recommend all our schools
1s,
DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M. This'is the
to take the Myrtle and Litile Star, publisholdest and largest Q. M. in the State. It ed by our Printing Establishment.
has done a good work in the past, and its
:
TEMPERANCE.
* prospects~are hopeful. One new church has
Whereas, The great soul-destroying evil
been organized and added during the past of intemperance is rapidly extending its
year,
¥
) blighting influences over our land and
The ministry of the Iowa Northern Y. bringing sorrow and distress to very many
to
M. are men of energy, who are used to sac- homes, and sending its thousands yearly
:
therefore,
grave,
’s
drunkard
a
rifice and self-denial, and I might, perhaps,
Resolved, 1. That it is the duty of every
say in justice to them, that, as ‘a whole, friend
nce to: enof humanity and tempera
x
ore
,
;
;
e.
Dossese mote than an_syerag
?
oftheyability.

cate a woman

ety.
Society

sm

Foreign Mission
Lperd p Hubbard,

Dover, NH.

one

of blessings to

N. H. Free Baptist Woman's

3
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about
vious to the commencement of the present year | fered from hemorrhage of the lungs

o

now in use

among the most efficient méans

a harvest

the workers and to the world,

:

:

afew weeks,

D Blackwell, Fishon's Ferry, Me.

Richardson,

suf-

of victory over successes won.
We turn from this familiar field with a heart
full of tender memories, and with a prayer that

in
geletted, and he will enter upon his work

lata

goons

’

BY. MAIL.

Do rst Amnnd, PQ.
L 3 Drake, Ulvason,

Scotia,

God’s work, with here and there a cheering ‘note

give to our brethren the true bread of life.
recommend the Yearly
2. That we
Meeting to send a missionary south, and a
committee be appointed to take this nfatter
in charge to provide the means and select
;
the man.
A committee was appointed and a man

with fine prospects.

r
church is{ prospering
The Waterldo
the labors of Bro..J. J. Hall

would

earnestly p ead

:

.

Forwarded.

to the Kome (Mich.) church, on the evening of
the same day. The following Sabbath, he bap:
H EG EMAN?S
missionaries should be supported‘in India, and | tized seven others, who were received into the
Cordial Elixir ‘of Calisaya Bark,
many are looking forward to a time, not far dis Cambridge:church. Others arg expecting to go A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves
the Digestion; an excellent preventive of
Fevers
tant, it is hoped, when .we may be able to eduforward soon?
5
Fever and Ague, &c., and a
t Renovator and

cause in Wisconsin, on the whole, encouraging.
In common with other parts of the field there
are here many discouragements, some failures
and plenty of hard work. But over against
these things are persistent energy, intelligent
consecration and faith in the work as being

ON MISSIONS.

Resolved, 1. That we most gradefully exress our thanks to the Home Mission board
or past blessings received, and that, while
acknowledge our _dependence uponwe

CM
Books

:

:

oi

09. Total expense of the Society for the year is
upwards of four hundred dolfrs.~The work already done is only a beginning; we look forward,
to a larger. field. The freed women of the South
struggling hard to prepare themselves for labor
amongst their own people, need our help; more

‘wisdom

which plans be so joined to the zeal which

e
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have a public meeting at which
treasurer, J. Johnson. Letters were read | The subject of missions received especial at- | Conference, in October, the statement and ap- | quarter we
the members pay their dues, These meetfrom FoCairo, Mound City, Carbendale and tention, practical plans for the prosecution of! peal gent last Dee. to all the churches, save | time
and committed | those of the Central Association, and the District ings are held In the rong and are conducted
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His first impulse was to make no response, but then came the thought that per-

took no further interest in Natural History, was terrified beyond everything; here was let me see it;” ‘ With pleasu
re; pardon their rites, He entered a convent, and Fauny
and would run if he even saw a poster a new phase of city life—monkeys and muz- my rudeness; " Allow me to
offer you a founded a school for little childien.~The other
with one of these animals portrayed upon zles were nothing to it. On they went, an cup of tea,” &o., which are
heard daily und stories all follow the original enough to excite

baps, after all, she had repented and was
calling him to help at last, Se he got up

———

it. Idon't know as there is mach* more to endless time it seemed to him, but at last a
sayof his looks except that for a time he Sigtion is reached, and the first passenger
was lame from haying made a valiant at- off was Skip, his brain in a complete whirl.
tack upon a stray cow that invaded the When my aunt came home and no Skip
premises, when the cruel creature, apparent- with her, great was our grief and conster-

and walked slowly around thie corner of the
house, determined not to compromise

‘Here, Johnny, 1 wish you'd amuse Uly

one in the chin,

Four lily fingers on each baby-hand,
Fit for a princess of sweet Fairy-land.
Five on each hand,if we reckon Tom Thumb,
Standing beside them, so stiff and so glum!
Six pearly teeth just within her red lips,

Over which merriment ripples and trips.
4

Seven bright ringlets, as yellow as gold,
Seeming the sunshineto gather aud hold.
Eight tiny waves running over her hair,
Sunshine and shadow, they love to be there.

set to work to build a dam.

bridge, and

Pp

its journey,—

yield!
Berry,
field.
clamor

through

the

was surest

and

dwart oak ‘and pine;

the

down

at

‘the

young

whole

some day.”

ergs

gid

*I can't be President, for I'm

going

The young lady laughed and said as she

bound ;

:

up

»

with

a

He snuffed, like his chargér, the wind of the
powder,—
Bis sword waved us on, and we answered the
sign
.

Loud our cheer as we rushed, but his laugh rang
the louder,

.

* There’s the devii’s own fun, boys, along

the

whole line!”
How

he strode his. brown steed!

How

we

saw

the

reins

his bladé brighten
In the one hand

still

his teeth!
y
He layghed like a boy
en,

left—and

in

when the holidays hight-

But a soldier’s glance-shot from Lis visor beneath.
Up came the reserves to the mellay infernal, - *
Asking where to go in—tbrough the clearing
or pine?
* Oh, anywhere! Forward! 'Tis all the same,
Colonel;

You'll find
line!”

lovely fighting

along

the

whole

Oh, evil the blatk shroud of night at Chantilly,
That hid him from sight of his brave men and

tried!
3
Foul, foul sped the bullet that clipped the

white

lily,
;
The flower of our knighthood, the whole
army’s pride!
Yet we dream that he still,—in that shadowy
region,
Where the dead form their ranks at the wan
drummer’s sign,—
Rides on, as of old, down the length of his legion,
And the word still is Forward! along the whole
line.
e

—Séribner for July.

Johnny

“Wonder,

now,

made; can’t see no, kind
nohow:
a feller never

for

going

to

my

ma’ll be sorry to have
busy, -but maybe she'll
me help.”
Bat the young lady
moment by the gate to
tulips in the front yard

rang

the

tea

surveyed the table and saw by each plate a
saucer full of nice maple syrup,
a dainty iu

which he especially seine
*“ My boy has helped me so tué¢h this afternoon by taking such good care of his little brother, that 1 thought T would give him
a treat,” said mamma.

Johnny was plunged in profound meditstion all supper time; he was beginning to
realize, what it takes many persons a whole
{ong life to find out, that the thing we most
want to do is nol "always the one that
brings the best reward in. the end.—4dvance.

Old Skip.
S——
yr ——

and girls hear Yo many stories
about wonderful cats, dogs,
like, that I, do not know as
much interested in what I bave
Skip, aftér all. But he scemkind friend, and

clover

fields,

or

the

lossing

the meadows,

no one else for my companion, that

with

I grew

to think him almost human, and fancied
you, too, might like him: We lived among
the bills, Skip and I, thousands of feet above

I was

o’ use in livin’
ca: do nothin’

sea, and

yet

we

neither

dwelt in Switzerland, nor in the far

West,

ramong the Rocky Mountains, of Sierra Nevada;

ordinance was

to a Christian. From the old shaven head,
bent with age, to the child just graduated

to

his

** No,

wardrobe/as

but right here, in our own

State

of

he wants to; wish I was dead this minuté,

ecstasy of delight ; the lambs were frisking

little boys in these days, ¢“ If Aunt Bessie is

gaily in the pasture-lot across the road, and
even Towser found it hard work to look as
solemn as he felt in duty bound. to do, in
order to show proper sympathy for his
young friend’s melancholy state of mind.

ever going fo tell anything about her old
out,”

Well,

funny,

dear,

but

Well,
J

sad,”

said

* The man had a wite and two

looked up piteeusly at us, asking as well as
he could to have it removed. Of course

ahd bought them

little children, and he sold

fifteen cows
children

aud mortified. * Other dogs who had always

teen

and at last

go

hungry and

cows, nor

the

milk

from

food

and

cold,

and

he, a

is in the almsthink of ?

sober.
drinking

one, either,"

#iid

up fitGeorge,

“1 don’t know as to that,” replied
Kate.

man

we

Aunt

were talking about

fifteen coWs, such a thing never entered his

quickly hide away in the gloset and not once
appear,

bead. But you see what he came to at last.
How was'it? He began by taking a glass

Finally, we were ready to go back to the
green hills once more, where monkeys and
muzzles were not. That it was a happy day
for old Skip, you may well helieve, How
ke rolled and tumbled in the clean grass
along the roadside, and when at last we
came to the old farmhouse, Skip opened the

of ale ox beer, or

head-dress

approaching,

is

the

constant

when

to be

desire of pleasing, which

pecuiiar

quality

of some,

may

be

Fielding.

its two

Zitevary Review.
THE EARLY KINGS OF NORWAY: Also
say on the Portraits of John Knox. By
as Carlisle.

New

York:

an EsThom-

Harper &

Brothers.

1875. 2mo. pp. 257.
A book from Mr. Carlisle is sure to attract attention. His personal characteristics and the
quahties of his literary work are not of the kind

to find an indifferent public when the man comes
before

it.

The

present is the result of careful

research, and derives great interest from dealing

with unfamiliar subjects, The early history of
the Norway -kings is drawn from t e Sagas, —
literally, * Soys,”—a collection
of “narratives
which, for quantity and ‘accuracy are more valuable than those preserved by any other rude nation.
Harald Haarfagr was the first to unite
the numerous Yarls-under one head iu the year
860, establishing in that country a kingdom
which bas continued ever since. His reign of
70 years was spent in conquest, and in consolidation of the conquered coumtry.
Of one of his
into the
world, there entered Fuirhair's Bagi one evening as Fairbair sat feasting, an English ambassador or Messenger, bearing in h his hand, as gift
from King Athelstan, a magnificent sword, with

King of Norway.
Harald took the sword, drew
it. or was halfdrawing it, admitingly from the’
to a scornful laugh, ‘ Ha,

ha;

thou art

now the

feudaiory of my
English king; thou hast acce
ed the sword from him, and art now his man!”
(acceptance of a sword in that manner being the
symbol of investiture in those days.) Harald
looked a trifie flurried, it is probable; but held in
his wrath, and did no damage to he tricksy Eoglishman. He held the m
ig his mind, however, and pext summer nike )Hakon, havi
ttiest
of
weaning done~—one

little ereatures—
of“

Hauk”
warriors

and |
there.
with thirty men

vent him

(Haw
so called),
k
with order,

through

their common

” an entertaining
the leisure hours of

to

ng, strode

story
other

to help while
peoples’ sum-

'

8. Birch,

LL.D.

et:.

New

York:

Serib-

ner, Armstrong & Co. Small 12mo. pp. 202.
Price, $1.00.
This volume is the first of a series of compact

but popular presentations of the results of. recent

archaeological investigations. ' The historian will

enjoy the book, since it narrates events not preserved

in letters.

The

valuable for the hints

theologian

will

find

it

which it gives on manners

and customs, in Bible days, enabling im to bétter understand

portions of the

Old Testament,

while lovers of the arts and sciences will be pleas-

ed to study more fully that symbolic language

of

ancient times which so long was a sealed myste-

ry.

Probably those who admire light

literature

will declare it dull and uninteresting, but the
student and savan will fiud it rich and instruct.
ive, and be tempted to givk
it a sacond reading,
which would amply repay the time and labor
spent. Here is a picture of the ancient Egyptian
which we will let our readers look at:
The Egyptian was in mind acute, subtle, dogmatic, and egotisuc.
Fond of literatare, the a
and sciences, he was obstinate to excess for
gain, and prgne to. luxury,
Neither devoid of

courage, wor {incapable of heroic eftort, he was
not equal in
3 qualities to his northern neighbors.
[His loXalty was slavish, his submission
to his superiors
Wervile, his piety tinctured with

base

superstitio

His

perception

of

moral

truths and social dufes was high; his inveutive
powers cons'derable; his conceptions of art stupendous.
He influenced
the thought of the

neighboring nations.
Moses was learned in his
wisdom ; the Hebrew dwelt with him; the infant

Christ was carried to bim; and the great doctrines of Christian faith were established by him

when he bad

assumed the

garb of Christianity,

and thrown off the slough of Paganism,

Here is an teresting sistemant of the prineiple of constructing the ancient pyramids:

OF

the

** Now, aunty, this is too bad!" exclaim- stun’s high Swelling where situated, how built, | 20 0
whether with logs
ed
George. “You kyow I will not.”
a sofa now-a-days, covered with a feather
“So
hundreds
and
thousands
of
little
cushion gaily dressed in red calico. Here,
, look.
boys might once hive said who, pow that
as a great favor, I was allowed to sit and

wooden settee or sofa, more of a bench than

rock, for it had rockers, with Skip at my
side on a piece of newspaper to keep his
paws from soiling the cover; but I am sure
be did not think it any great blessing to be
sent suddenly forward and as quickly jerked
back again, and I dou’t think I liked it
much either, except that I felt ‘as naughty
children will, IT am sorry to say, that as
long as I rocked I was keeping my aunt in
a constant state of terror lest I should do
the sofa or the wall an injury; and then the
thick green paper curtains tightly drawn
cown lest a ray of light should soften the
glaring ved of the carpet made it dull and
dark, and I enjoyed the kitchen

far

better.

they are grown to be men, are

d

drew
his sword, asas if te to on

Thou

looking up with serious eyes,
*¢ It is the way of total abstinence, as we | dost
call it—the only way of safety for boys and |

men.

Jt you never drink a drop of intox-

say to how

The reign of Olaf Tryggveson was wild and
romantic. Of him the author says: ** Strangely
he remutns still a shining figure to us; the wildly

low a depth of wretchedness

benatifulest man;in body

and in soul, that one

has ever heard of in the North.” Some of the Car
lylean peculiarities of style and mental temperament are shown in a sentence telling the results of efforts by King Olaf the saint to

never swallow even a calf!” ex-

claimed George, starting up, and speaking

that kitchen

Olaf himself was

pery elm
view.

But

A street fight or row is a rare thing in one sometimes thinks. Bot that, too,is a mis- |
take, and even an important one, should we perJapan, they tell us. A writer to the Home sist
in it.”
Wh
¢
The second part of the bok

of men

crowning glory of that
Tt was of oak boards
or blemish, and constant

illustrious in the

the rowdy,

the

bully,

and

for doubling 'its genuineness. Goulart
all Teusois
translated the book, substituting

tmless a Londoner, can.
gentlemen does not exist

boat one evening, and hearing after long abdence

mga like result from this book. But perhaps
too closely.

Theol

ume is certuiuly a pleasing and suggestive one,
und will be likely to awake inniapy hearts sweet
memories of home and childhood, snd of many

‘scenes that threw about them au foexpressible
charm.

“ The nearer
we keep our hearts to the

feelings of childhood,” says the author, * the

better teachers shall we b2 in the home, the pulpit and the school
? This wholesome
truth
is one of the main articles
in his creed. Iu Sunday school work, and in all departments of labor
where he can see the bright eyes of children, Jisten to their questions, and catch ‘the inspiration

of their fresh, opening lives, there be is at home

wold be snout.
alequaildo.on de» 4We canen aot
hot adequately
us, It ls rhapsody
a

it wou
i
a

childhood, with most of the bad featuresof ruap-

8 dies absent. Ti seeksto

for thix anbther | the ‘{mportance of

sympathetic

§ the mind with

work for the

portraitof Knox: This, M¥, Carlisle teéllsuy,is young, 10 the end that both they and the worker
generally acceptéd as Tyndale’s likenpss. In may be beoefited. | It 1élls many itorles of child.
hood, gives pages of hele Bit wi) origina} ~nSuch a class of 1602 Verheideén - published a folio. presenting.
swers,conceits, fancies
id opinions, deals with
Knox
in
new
features,
but
we
are
told
that
all
in Japan, and

varieties of tbe species rough. If thé Newbrings back the old kitchen to] Yorker can not find him, surely no one else,
the

is an essay on the

Portraits of John Knox, In 1580 Beza published
albook of the portrait

ormation. Among them was one
rporti
rtin
Japanese children quarrel.
In a Japanese city the New-Yorker niisses. to be of Knox. Its given Os ebay, and a
entirely

The r
is introducedto this book by the
quotation of Dr. Wm. Adams’s touching story of
the sailor on the Shannon, who, floating in his

we press. the application

Olaf sank dead, and forever quitted this doghole
of a world,~little worthy of such men as Olaf,

Journal gives a sufficient reason for the
fact, certainly. We can hardly help smiling
at the decorous way in which he tells:us the

Y

and Dillingham. 12me.
200. Price,$1.50.rd Sold
by E. J. Lane & Cor p .

ism had got itself smashed dead, aud was no

more heard of iu that country.

—

.” Roston: Lee & Shepard;
New

ork: Lee

Christianize Norway : * By these rough methodh

of his, whatever we may think of them,Heathen-

Polite even in Quarrels,

the

his childhood chime of bells, was overcome by
throbbing memories, the chords of his heart
snapped uader the happy vi
,and he was
dead. We can not join with the author in wish-

all round a wooden ledge lest the tables and
evidently a highly devout and pious man ;—
little in drinking, as you grow to manhood,
whosoever is born with Olaf’s
chairs should mar their purity; the stove
and none can tell into what a great deep of still find, as Olaf did, new and temper now will
infinite field for
shone like a mirror, and the copper teahopeless ruin you may fall.”
it!” Another illustrafion of the suthe character
kettle that had seen service many a yeur,
occurs when Olaf in the battle of Stickelstad,
was as bright. as new. In close proximity"
was fatally wounded: “ Upon which- the noble
Se

Through

Dhies of

and degradation you may fall. The worst
drunkard in the land was once a pure and
innocent boy.”

“TI

the kiox died the work ‘was at once sto
the
ng or outer surface of the pyrai

fo

icating liquor, you will never be a drunkard.
If you depart from this rule, no man can

with great earnestness.
“Touch not, taste not, handle not the unwas! It was a large, low-ceiled room, with
clean thing,” said Aunt Kate, ** and all will
walls of unsullied whiteness, and running
be well with you. But indilge ever so
What a paradise of neginess

Harald’s

drunkards.

There is only one way of safety.”
*“ What is that, aunty ?" asked the boy,

without spot
more than a re- * the. significance of’ play,” with youthful in.
only among the soldiers can anything ap- artists agree that it iy nothing
ad.” The cele-] stinets, and with childhoodin: many of its rela
scrubbing had worn it to such a degree of proaching bim in the character and bebav- production of Beza's * figure
brated Torphichen portrait is also an improved tions to the good and helpful forces in Lhe world.
smoothness as would have sent a thrill of
four be found. In all oor travels through copy of the same. Mr. Carlisle then gives a At is writtenin a vivid, stiyring style, charactordelight through the heart of a duncing- the country, or in ‘our daily rambles in a briéf biographical
sketch of Knox, sayiug that
master or a Shaker—many a secret slide 1 provincial
and in the capital city, we have from his oven writings and actions we! may eth
have enjoyed in my aunt's absence, taking Hever seen a street fight orabrawl! in which | “some glimpses: of his faward physiognomyy,
off my shoes in fear and trembling lest she blows were struck.
though all traces of bis outward or bodily linéa~ |
; ‘ments
appear hitherto to bave fullen impossible.”
should discover a scratch when she returnSuch neighborhoods as the Five Poiuts,
an engraving
h
ed, and many a slide I had that I didn’t Bedford S:reet, Seven Dials, &e,, are un- ~The Somerville portrait of whic
was first published in 1836, has. more claims to
enjoy so well, for it required great care to known in Japan. ‘We have never been per- genuinepess
than any of the pihers, The opinwaik on that smooth surface. It was great
sopally insulted or injured in any way. We fons of artists are quoted, and Mr, Carlisle himfan to see Skip’s hind legs slowly slipping never saw. u parent strike a child, never self oslines to the belief that this is
really John’
out trom under him whenever he sat down.
nox.
’
:

‘fstic of the author,

we can

and is a book that

commendto all uges, but especially to the Lyyors
|
:
| Of children, i: Ad |
£3

Ix THE

6

y
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ir,
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avo. gh, Bric
0

y

Bame Publishers,

20.

$2.50. "Soa
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Square oc-

BJ.

on Tue table is a very powerful educatorin every
amily, The food that is put
_ it, und the

conduct that is allowed -— Colored SR “have

much todo fn deterntiniog
developed in our homes,

fthe vhiaructér that 1s

.Heérice
‘we aré’ glad to

see 80 good attention’
paid to this branch of tiv-

ing. The volume before us is ample in contents,
and has been prepared by a person
who evident

ly knows whereof
she affirms. The usual objec-

tion to

give receipts
tho nil se of dmc ind oc
is ome,

iservige., There js.s
ry, of boel,

«

Invalids,a1

| mii ai Biddy othe Kilhen, ind |

@¢

from w girl whom 'hé had
returning,

to & raging passion, but some brothers o the or. have prevented the
der Pletagcame and took him away to join fn the page so clearly.

an,

Ld

the two become friends

one of his
hm to

EL

]

she treats

falls sick and will not be contented unless Leigh
comes to take care of him. She consents, and

By

y.

Towser winked assent 0 the sage ro

after, but

ANCIENT HISTORY FROM THE MONUMENTS,
Rept from the Earliest Times to B. C, 300,

scabbard, when the English excellency broke in-

which only strong drink could satisfy. After

days

him so scornfully, that he falls back on his dignity. A little neglected boy figures in the story
in whom both Leigh-and Mr. Ogden are inters
ested. Mr, Ogden boards with his mother. He

mers.

now and then. This corrupted his pure
taste, and gave him an unnatural thirst

then suddenly calling aloud in his ear, start
One more anecdote of Skip and then we
him up, amazed
to find himself grown so will bid ‘him’ farewell’ forever, My. aunt)
do; there'd
be some sense in her tellin’ me weighty. ‘Che way that he lost part of it was going a journey, aud when we droye to
» but ‘when a fellow wants to was thie! Skip was very fonl of going to the city to put her aboard the cars, Skip, as
vi Bp aad
a
sd o’ tough,1 say,” the city, and one day, while at a menagerie usual, followed by our side. . In. thes bustle.
in town, he was making some unealled for and confusion of leave-taking, we forgot all |
er
isery possible out of the investigations into the habits and domestic
life of monkeys.
They appeared very
friendly
for
awhile,
hut
all at once, just as
da , and at that mome
nt mamma's voice Skip's back ‘was turncd for a moment, one
of them viciqusly
sna pped off hin tail! How bim. It seems he got on the train avd re- | gaviy
+ Johnny, Johnny, where are you?"
mained there—when (be train started Skip
ps

“Now, # 'twas mischief I'd wanted

ee

appears within

away

slick, strap, or weapon of any. kind
You will ‘wonder perhaps that
he was éyer tosawbe a used
for the punishment of children, Brumasann's KeYs, aid
Sher , Sories) By
to his genius, insisted upon helping.
Bat swered very well. It had hot been so short allowed to come in at all, but. be had been
8. Thackeray, .
Same.
nor
have
we
ever seen children quarrel, exti
:
mamma had very decidedly declined his as- always, for I can remember the fan I used very well taught and never presumed to
OctaVo, rd Piice,
ent As Rupes
«1
sistance, saying: “I can’t be bothered, for to think it, when Skip would take a nap, to enter without first wiping his feet well on cept with loud and polite words.
. A few weeksago,in one of the streets of:
|
J
;
to-morroty
will be Sunday,aud this Tas!
adjob pile little stones bigh up on his tail, and the mat outside;

of housecleaning must be Tnisbal

Co. ‘Squure 16mo. pp. 254. Fy Loh. 4
This book stands on its own merits. No hint

called the happiest of all desires ‘in this, interest in the little sufferer, and notwithstandthat it scarcely ever fails of attaining its ing the unfortunate umbrella, they were soon
ends, when not disgraced by affectation,— betrothed lovers, Andso closes the tale of “ One
Summer,

gold bilt und fine trimmings, to the great Harald,

wine

fifly cows, and a housg
into the bargain.”
The best room contained a long

house.

That

to be resisted, and

at parties

a little

ale and beer came whiskey, rum and brandy ;
and the more and oftener he drank, the
more his thirst increased, uniil he became a
So you see,
gate and let us in, for that was one of his poor, miserable drunkard.
accomplishments. He could jump up, put George, that no man can tell what he may
his paw on tae latch, and open the gate as come to. Maybe, instead of swallowing
fifteen cows, you will
dow “one of
well as any little boy or girl.
these days after you become a man, forty or
Our home was a real old-fashioned farm-

1 {kitchen was its floor.

can’t do that very well as poor Skip has
been dead many years, and as far as my
knowledge goes will trot ne more forever ;
Now, the fact was that Johny, having but; I will try and tell you how he looked.
been thwarted in his plans, had, after the His color, I must admit, was yery mueh the
manner of mary older persons, retired to same as the yellow cat’s Aunt Fanny told
the seclusion of the front steps, and the you of, and at which we laughed so, heartishelterof the litac bush, to’ indalgein re- ly, but, after all, it is a far nicer dog than a
bellious criticisms upon the arramgements cat=—don’t you think so? ~ His eyes were
of things generally, His particular griev-- brown and much prettier, I thought, than
ance just then wasthis: Mamma was paper- belongedto any. little’ girls and boys I
ing fhe kitchen, and ‘Jolinny, firmly im- knew, though to be sure I did not know
pressed with the idea that trimming wall- many.
Hos tail was shost, but stil it went
paper was exactly the kthd of work adapted back and forth to welccme a friend, and an-

‘The

would

his

it ought
obeyed.”

was once a litdg
boy like you, with a
healthy taste for food and clear, cold water.
sons the following anecdote is related :
As to ever swallowing a cow, mach more
Short while after this Hakon came

the muzzle was the punishment therefor;
so he would mope about all day, and if he

New York.
What fresh, pare air we had,
Ido!” said little Johnny Simpson, aged and what a glorious view of all the surseven, to himself and old Towser, as he sat, rounding country !
s
to each other and the wall, in a straight
one beautiful May afternoon, on the front
From my chamber window could be seen: line round the room, broken only by a-door
steps of the pleasant farm-house which was the city quite near, besides four or five difor separated from each other by a table or
his home.
ferent villages; and,nestled,among the hills stand, stood the old-fashioned, high-backed
Everything seemed happy but Johnny; far away in the distance, now giistening chairs that bad been bought by my grandthe birds were holding jubilee in the big and shimmering in the bright morning sun, mother forty or fifty years ago. Of course,
or growing crimson and purple in the fad- in constant wear, the seats had worn out
maple down by the gate; the bees hamnied
contentedly in the lilac bush over his Lead; ing Wght of day, was a lovely lake.
But I and they liad been renewed with strips of
the red calf was racing round and round its ‘am afraid you are hardly old enough to care sweet slippery elm braided in and out, giyyard, just beyond the gardem spot, every for all that, and will rather say to yourself, ing a pleasant fragrancetu them, and even
now and then kicking up its heels in very or even aloud, so peculiar are the ways of BOW, afler 80 many years, a piece of slipdog, I wish she'd trot him

not

1'see now.
.

you might do in case you had a new hat, but Aunt Katy,

saw

and the profoundést wisdom to know when

‘‘ He sold them, and bought whiskey and
beer with the money,” exclaimed ber aunt

comé a sin for him to leave the house, and
only stopped for “a
admire a gay bed of
and then passed on,

bell, and the children were net-slow to obey
the summons,
“Oh, goody!" exclaimed Johnny, as he

woods and sweet

Well, sad to tell, an

I don’t believe it,"

answeped
the little maiden firmly.

company, she's co | justed if he started for the street-door, he
wish thén she'd let came to think that in some way it had be-

After an hour or so mamma

ed to me such a good,

“ Drank fifteen cows!

could

finding the dreaded trap was instantly ad- very positively.

and Johnny went to work again at his dam.

Little boys
now-a-days
mice and the
théy will be
to tell of Old

he

not ready fo go

bat he would not be comforted;

house,” he said to himself. ~ ** I know mam-

the new mown bay in

Helped.
what

if she's

but

lived in’ the city and were used to these poor, miserable drunkard,
things, would run along quite unmindfal of house. Isn't it dreadfal to
The children looked very
their prison, and some of them would stop
‘You'll never catch me
and speak to Skip, trying to console him,

:

the leve! of the
*¢1'd jest like to know

|

remembrance of him brings hack to my
mind so many pleasant rambles through the

The Sil Circle,
How

said anything.

Cows.

But now baving swallowed the
this was impossible, so out we went, follow- glothing.
cows,
as
we were saying, his wife and
ed by Skip, looking very much ashamed

?

replied, “ Yes’'m,” at the same time wishing
that people wouldn’t always laugh when he

+1 solemn,

Fifteen

Katy.
‘* Oh, oh, that was it.
gled and cried when we first dressed him
it
is
funny.”
:
up for a promenade! He did not feel at all

to

keep a candy store.”

Swallowing

passed forbidding dogs to go in the stree(s
unmozzled, Poor old Skip, how. he strug-

v

Near the dark Seven Pines, where we still
held our ground,
He rode down the length of the witherifig col, umn,
And his Beart at our war-cry leapt

home,

air;
were

proud of this addition

started on, “Well, whatever you do, be
pice,” to which good advice Johnny meekly

brayest

not live alone, and we

¢« Shouldn't a bit wonder,” said the young
lady, with a funny look in her eyes which
made johuny feel foolish. ‘ Well, keep on
being nice and perhaps you'll be President

were

When the battle went ill, and the

trees and sniff the fresh

nice, too—sometimes,” responded Johnny.

rose highest;

No charge like Phil Kearny’s along
line,

looking

of the foot, or even

a cry of *“ boo” from the children who came
for milk, would send him quickly to some
‘“ Swallowed fifteen cows! said Bertie in
safe corner with his bit of tail close behind
astonishment, looking up from her play.
him,
One summer Skip was obliged to spend a Her ears had caught the words in a converfew weeks in the city, and when the days sation that was going on in the room.
‘“ Yes,” answered her brother ; ‘“ he
grew hotter and hotter how he longed for
drank
them all up.”
the country where he could lie under the

““ What is your name, little boy
But Uly was shy and made no answer, so
Johnny replied for him, “His name is Ulysses Grant Simpson,”
.
¢¢ Nice little fellow, isn't he?” said the
young lady.
“Yeshu; some folks think I'm pretty

Kearny at Seven Pines.

‘Where the aim from thé thicket

backwards, and a stamp

fisherman, said:

— St. Nicholas.

in. clumps

had been

coming along the road. She stopped on. the

Ten little chubby, comical toes;
And that is as far as this lesson goes.

Where the dead lay

He

employed in this way tor some time when,
happening to look up, he saw a young lady

Nine precious words that Totty can say;
But she will learn new, ones every day.

That story of Kearny who knew net to
"Twas the day when with Jameson, fierce
% and Birney,
A
Against twenty thousand he rallied the
‘Where the red volleys poured, where the

hourly among the servants and laborers in the curiosity, and yet are sufficiently moderniz.
ed to belong to the class of fashionable light it.
Japan, The grave and dignified courtesy
erature,
8
which one sees daily among these * degradtd heathen is delightful and edifying even ONE SUMMER. Biston: Jumes
R.

covers as to who is the
stepped upon his foot, but he soon got better heard of him, when one morning Skip came from the breasts, politene
ss seems to be an author. The hero is an umbrella. Rather, an
But Johnny didn’t care just them about of that, however, and I am glad of it, for home, and laying his head in my lap, cried instinct. T am far from
asserting that there umbrella is conspicuous in the most important
being good and doing common things; he with his tail off and a lame foot, I am afraid and wept like a child. Poor fellow—all are no street
brawls and fights in Jup an. scenes. A gentleman and his family engaged »
«| country house forthe summer,
wanted to be smart and’ trim wall-piper. you would not have thought him a pretty those weary miles he had traveled, some- Murders
and the sister,
are almost
However, to tell the truth, he bad been mis- dog, but he was very pretty indeed in my times without food or shelter, kept up with Mob uprisings and as commonas with us. Leigh, goes before the rest to make the arrangehighway robberies are ments, The family are deluyed..
One rainy
erable about as long as hé could hold out. at eyes.
;
the hope of soon reaching home, and there plentiful ; but necessit
y and oppression evening, Leigh Is louvesome and goes to the bookone time, so taking Uly by the hand they
If the truth must be told, Skip was not he was at last, only come home to die— grief have
far more to do with these than a guar- store for a book, She runs against a youag man
proceeded to their favorite place of resort very brave. Ile tried hard enough to be and lack of the loving care he had always
who proves to be Mr, Ogden, a friend of her
relsome and murderous spirit.
down by the bridge.
Here, having estab- and would rush forward to the attack, head had, had broken his heart.
How many
brother, sticking the umbrella into his eye and
lished the little two-yeas-old upon a con- -and ears erect, until -you would suppose tears I shed over him—no other pet could
almost putting it out. He asks her to lead him
venient stone close Ly the side of the from his fierce appearance you were about supply the place of dear old Skip. We
Hawthorne said: * The greatest obstacle home, which she does, taking a muddy walk of
is some
stream, and putting in his hand a mullein- to be torn to pieces, but each step ‘forward buried hi on the hill-side near the wood, to being heroic is the doubt whether one two. miles, Ogden thinks Leigh
stalk with a string, to which a bent pin was of: the enemy was a sure signal to Skip that and a neat stone marks his grave even now. may not be going to prove one’s self a fool. country girl, and pays her a couple’ of dollars.
She goes home much
fastened, (ied to one end, Johnny himself it was time for him’ to be taking a step
The truest heroism’ is’ to resist the doubt, to apologize saveral offended. Ogden attempts
dl

, fun te slip in,
Three pretty dimplesfor

So that soldierly legend is still on

ly not much alarmed, turned upon him and nation—weeks had passed and nothing was

out of doors for sn hour or two, while I finish up., There's a good boy.”

Two shining eyes, (ull of innocent glee,
Brighter than Jiamounds ever could be.
Two in the cheeks and

his

dignity by showing undue eagerness.

gold,

e weight in
One ttle head, worth its whol
told.
times
on
milli
a
over
Over and
’

Y 7, 1875.
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Oh

my hand and learning something by heart;
and I never waited in the post-office without

may

get

together

modérn life, a man

an

enormous

mass

of

Trench, after which ¢ study of Dutch, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese appeared very

easy.”

It took him bul six weeks fo write

or and speak each of these languages fluently.
next find Schliemann, in Amsterdam,
Lid lh There are kings: and there are We
slaves of business, and it is not till a man receiving a higher salary, and learning Rusknew
has mage & Jove that we can certainly sian by himself, as no one in the, city
a'word of it. Thinking
he would make
tell to
whic
t
classes he belon,
Fd
No man bof hoa? hlnsgesihe - i hon more progress if he could recite his Russian
roperty, and yet never become a king

the gentler affections are dead,” and who

to some one, he hired a poor Jew to’ listen

his unknown tongue.” The other lodgers,
lives only to accumulate property. The late to
not wishing to study
Russian, complained
Edwin Forrest was a melancholy instance of to
the landlord; and twice drove the student
this, He used‘to din in the ears of his pat-

his lodgings. © ox
Murdqeh : from
"In
1847,
established himself as a mermoney is chant at St.hePetersburg,
where some years
power.” It was a strange mistake for Such ‘were
in acquiring a moderate fortune.
a man, who had posting experience of the Duringspent
this perjod, however, he managed
rviotie and generous friend,
“ Work, work while you can;

powerlessnéss of money to bring into a humaster Swedish and Polish. In 1850, nsman life one gleam of joy. Other men, gen- to
ing
modern Greek as a, stepping-stone, he
erous and good, drawn into a roaring applied
himself to the language of Homer,
whirlpool of business, from which they have and devoted
two years to Grecian literature.
not the strength to escape, not the less are Arabic was picked up during a journey in
slaves of business.
1
I heard one of these
E gypt.
Ten years'of travel, extending
some time ago relate how he became a from Sweden to Nubia, from Paris to Jaslave, and-how at last he escaped from slay- pan, were wound up by.
visit to the
ery. = At the age of twenty-eight, he, began Troad. = i
making iron and steel in Pittshirgh—made
On the 11th of October, 1871, we find the
$1,000,000 worth per annum upon a capital Doctor fairly at work on the supposed site
of $150,000. It was that absurd disproportion of Troy, assisted by his wife, a genuine
between capital and production which made daughter of Athens, ‘* who knows almost
Lim a slave, always anxious, often in terror, the whole of the ‘Iliad’ by heart.}=Speclaalways overworked. For fourteen years he tor.
;
toiled eighteen hoursa day, and hardly had

a personal acquaintance with his own’ chil-

dren.

At length the victory was won.

had a capital of $3,000,000, 2,600

He

his paper gilt-

edged. But he had now become the slave
of this vast business,’ becauses he had not
taken care to train and for
o the
difficult part ot the worky
" to do it himself, as it

was.

ir the

'm

So he kept on, called every morning at"

away to the store betora seven, in the. cot
ing 10m]

afiibL th

he remained

till

mine, getti

After teal

nit

dos 3

alive, he would drag around:te bis" office

and estimate till midnight.
Then to bed
and instantly to sleep, Bat one night after
such a day of toil—three fair days’ work in
one—sleep came not to his eyelids for hours,
and when it did come it was not the deep
sleepto which he was accustomed.
Many
such nights followed,
Then one morning,
while he was in the midst of an abstruse
calculation, suddenly his brain Jost its grasp
of the problem, He could not fix his attention upon it. He forgot the early steps of
the process. . He was obliged to give'it up.
A short journey seemed Lo restore his men-

pr)

tal

Rev. Dr. Peabody in his baccalaureate
sermon at Harvard, said that the manhood
of the graduates one hundred years ago was
greater than at the present time.
He enumerates the following reasons :
There were some reasons why the man.
hood of our graduates then was bigher than
the standard of our time: "There were then

few amusements, no collateral, distracting

two,

he hurried away to the

to tea at dark,

Higher Grade of Manhood.

men em-

ployed, the finest works in America—a little

town of brick cottages—and

power; but a few days after

his return,

at Lhe sanye hour—eleven in the morning—
again he lost it. He tried to think of ‘some
way of amusing himself for ab hour or tivo,
but he could thiok of nothing but to go lo
the dentist's and enjoy a little refreshing ag-

interests, tastes or pursuits, and the college
studies
of the day, restricted as they were in
compass and deficient, were yet highly
stimulating and sublime food.
There was
a decided predilection for classical reading,
not to say learning, for that would bg a mis-

On,
A

tt.

Pi

‘Earthquake in New Grenada.

pA

the 18th ult:

There is no such ripener of mind and char-

acter as impending emergency.

Have we

not had expressions of this in our reeent his-

tory?

When

the

news

flashed over the lines, there

of Fort

Sumter

were

in

these

halls those who seemed to their elders as
mere boys, who started at once into vigorous manhood, grew by gradations more
rapid than we could trace into high places
of command, sought positions of the most

perilous service, won evergreen laurels, and
He failed in this attempt to obey his achieved
a culture for which twice the term
physician, for while waiting in the dentist's

KA

re Clie

Ae

Jer seks

WS BE

i

church until
the spring of 1850, when with ber
family she removedte Tonia Co, Mich,
Here,
finding
no F, B. ¢
h, the family
nized 0

TE
til the break
tof th
u

event the family

t

and

"y bY

church

became scatlered,

gravest assemblies

of

our

nation.

If

we

could only view them aright, there are now
quainted with his children, spent every ‘for’
our republic emergencies,intense though
evening at home, took time for any innocent insidious,
a present to be indignantly
pleasare that fell in his way, had a joyous
0liday in summer,

bought

a

nice

pair

of

spurned, a future to be eatnestly striven for,
which ought to awaken the patriotic feeling

horses, drove them every fine day, and so of our young men, and to urge them on
gradually recovered his health,
I caught
sightof him the last 4ime I visited smoky early maturity for our public service.

back to her old home on
funeral was attended.

N, Plains,
!

ALE

mux,

of the de-

April 25th, in the

56th

year

of

her

places, and in Maracaibo

B. church, in which faith she ‘lived and died.
She leaves a husband and six children, who
deeply mourn, their, loss; also {wo brothers;
three sisters, and a large circle of friends.
She
was always ready to Visit the sick and administer
to their wants, and wus beloved by all who knew

there

have

{berienced religion when 13 years

been

light carthquakes every day since.

Electricity in Diplomacy.
«

—

her,

@ Gn

The ingenious French have contrived a
novel way to impress the barbaric mind.
M. de Brazza, who has charge of the expedition to

the

Senegal,

carries

an

his arm, and with the im-

Me,, Aug. 19, 1872, aged 6) years and 9 months,
He experienced religion in-the morning of life,
and though be was’ not of a hopeful disposition,
and bad no confidence in himself, yet he lived a
humble, dutiful Christian until the close of life.

His house was the howe of the Christian

—

Q—

Itis related of Franklin that from the
window of his o
in Philadelphia he no-

his cheerful countenance. Meeting him:
one day, Franklin requested to know the
secret
the constant hapoy flow of spirits,
the

mau

replied.

“I've got one of the best of wives,and when
1 go to work she always gives me a kind
word of encouragement and a blessing
with her parting kiss; and when I go heme

she is sure to meet
kiss of

welcome;

me with a smile and a

and

then

tea

is

sureto

not, I repeat, till a fortune is won that we
can tell whether a man is master or slave;

and this is particularly true of the present
time, when a mere flash-in-the-pan, like
Fisk, can get control sometimes of large
masses of property. Of our rich men we
can say, by their hobbies shall ye know
them, A Rw of the stupidest and volgarest
destroy themselves by
luxurions living.
Many destroy their children by indulgence
and neglect. We had a case in New York,
during the war, of a [ather who gave his
son— aged twenty
— $100 every Monday
morning,

Nothing,

indeed,

tests

a

rich

man’s manhood £0 much as the manner in
which he deals with his children. To make
a fortune is not easy, but to bring up a child
fit to inberit it is very difficult. Here is the
touchstone which
indicates with almost unerring certainty. whether a man is master or
.oservant of his fortune,

Is he master?

Then

he uses his wealth to make it 2 good thing
to his children. Is he slave ? Then he permits his wealth to effeminate and sensunalize

them, to make then vain, eelfish

and

help-

less, A man must be excepiionally wise
and strong who, in the compass of one short

lifetime, can both acquire

1iches

and

learn

the difficult art of being rich without doing

his family any harm by it.— James Parton.

A

Savant’s

Career.

Dr. Schliemann,

We shall

preserve a becom-

ing silence, aud only refer him

to Wall

street, where he will. find none but men
who are hy profession honest and true,

though sometimes, like the rest of us, mistaken in their judgments of things and so
sadly misunderstood.
Bul this one thing
we shall tell him : how he ought not to invest
that spare hundred dollars. What we say
to him will apply to all persons

ings are small, and who can not

whose

afford

run needless risks,

the

exca-

sav-

to

:

Do not invest in a company which is just

starting. It promises well, but the risk is
too great.
Doubtless new banks, railroads,
insurance companies, and business enter-

prises of all kinds must be staried. Capital
must be advanced and risks must be run.
Let men of means take hold of them and

make, if they can, ten per cent,

Small in-

vestors had better get their seven per cent.
in a company which for years has paid its
dividends.
Then, too, beware of certain stocks which
are the football of speculators, and which
ure constantly flying up and down.
Better

sell out if you have any money in them.
While you are eagerly wailing for some one
to kick the bull sky bigh, it will suddenly
collapse.

Set this down as a general, though

——

The career of

it, he will blame us, and.ave shrink from the

responsibility.

per-

haps not as an invariable, rule: the higher
{he rate of interest, the greater the risk, and
with it, of course, the probability of not
getting the principal when you want it. If

valor of Troy, is one whichis. possible, perhaps, to a German alone ‘Thoughhis father the rate of interest be too

the fountain of cheerful and pure emotions.
Speak gently, then; a happy smile and a
ward.

making

ful.”

a

home

and

happy

go

far to-

and

peace-

high, there is dan-

_UrisH VOSE died ut his residence

finding fairs of the company and do not direct its
money, management. This ought not so to be.
Beware of the Grand Central and Tuterfeigned illness, for:the purpose of gettin
national Gridiron Railroad: Co., with its
into the hospital. ~ Fhence he-was rescu
by a friend;
who
procured him a situation unnumbered millions, and which will break
at Hamburg,«Of his salary, amounting to down with/its own’ weight some day, and

4 cabin-boy he was wrecked, and
himself at Amsterdam without

:
£32, alt Ras spent upon study, First came produee another panic.
Finally, have a higher; nobler purpose in
writing ;
English, which he took to next, he
learned
so thoroughly in six months that in Ji than either to make or lo swye.—Melh-

¢Jately.
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That is the tide ‘that’ tries a fan's ’ fouls
in when the tide is against hie.? paisa

Eva CARRIE MCDUFFEE died at ber father’s
home in Dover, N. H., May 7, 1875, aged 20
years.
Her sickness extended over a period of
several months and at times her sufferings were
severe.
She had never made a public profession
of religion though she had for ten years enjoyed
a good hope of her acceptance with Christ, and

had maintained a Christian

character.

THIRZA MCKONKEY died in Gray, Me., June
5, aged 58 years.
She was a worthy member of
the F. Baptist church and was highly esteemed
as a faithful and aftectionate wife, mother and"
neighbor.
Her trust was in the Lord to the
last,
+ COM.
MARY F.,

infant

daughter

of Henry

P.

Amunda 8. Gibson, formerly of Maine, died

wife

in

of Geo, B. Parson,

died in Charlestown, Mass., Dec. 24, 1874, aged
32 years and 6 months.
She was born in Brownfield, Me., the daughter of William and Mercy
Greenlaw.
Amiable and beloved, yet she was

early and suddenly removed,

H. E.

Mgrs. Briza J. OSBORN died in Spencer’s
Grove, Iowa, June 3, aged 43 years and 4 mouths.

home where he leaves a lonely companion: and:
Jotrowins suildren; but in bis life and death

they see the power of Christian faith.

May

the

Lord gather them all to himself atlast. * Blessed:

are the dead who die in the Lod from henee<
forth Jed, sath the Spirit, for Shey. Jost, from J
their

labors

and

LY;i

:

their works

‘

JOHN

ollow

RESTORE

them.”

M, PURKIS,

Ms! Loc (Bix) Sufi died of Jinndice,

April 26th, 1875, in the Tdth year of he age.
Mother was born in Eafayette, N. Y., April
19,
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THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,
By
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PHYSIOLOGY

ANATOMY
SIGHT.

store
|*

of the

Tells

how

Impaired

q

EYEto Re=-

;

how
to cure
dk,
and
Near-Sighted

Eyes, and all other Diseases of the
WASTE

NO

MORE

MONEY

BY

Eyes.

ADJUSTING

HUGE GLASSES UN YOUR NOSE AND DISFIGURING YOUR FACE. Pamphlet of 100 pages
Mailed

Free.

Send

your

address to us also,

Agents Wanted

Gentlemen or LadieX, * $5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
Full particulars sent free. Write immediately, to

DR. J. BALL

& CO., (P.0. Box 91.)

No. 91 Liberty Street, New York City, N. Y.

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
ROOM

14, SPEED

123 Dearborn
Or Room 67, 65

BLOCK,

Sti, Congress

Chicago.
Street; Boslon:

Loans Negotiated and Investments

made.”

Real

Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents.
References given when desired.
t136
vy

A WEEK

to Male

and

Female

Agents, in

their locality, Costs NOTHING to try it.
Particulars FREE. "P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augusta, Maine.
1v35

12 PER CENT NET.
Improved Farm First

Mortgage

Coupon

Bonds

Guaranteed.
We loan not to “exceed one-third of
the value ascertained by personal inspection by
one of the firm.
In many
years’ business have

ters

family of.

eight sons and

to 'daugh-'

to walk in the paths of virtue and religion:

She ‘was baptized by Elder ‘Benjamin, McKoou,

and joined

the Gilberts Mills'F.

B. church,

Ang.

21, 1831, - She temaived a worthy member of this
ry

other

northern,

north-western,

western Join, this Ime is the ove

The Summer Torm will open

September 2d.

or

smoothest track, at
the
able equipment of any road

EVANSVILLE

habitants,

Feb. 22, 1875.

NEW

A. B. MESERVEY,

AL

A LARGE

QUANTITY

OF

PRINTING PAPER
Kept constantly on hand.

Can

furnish

almost any

sige or weight called for, at a day’s notice:
‘made of’

Ft is alk

BAGS,

and Works better than ‘other kinds of paper. Let us
Hear from you when you wish either

Paper or Books
Claremont M'f'g Co.,

CLAREMONT,

N: H.

A. M., Prineipal, with

:

ten weeks each.

:

Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.
Vacation
begins
closes
Vacation

Spring Term
Spring Term

Panacea

and

E.C,

New Hampton,

ach, Pain in the Stomach, Bowels
tism in all its forms,

LEWIS, Sect Trustees.

N. IT.. July 20: 1874.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Pripcipal, with three

Assistants,

Fall Term begins,

-

Aug. 18, 1874.

The location of this school near the college and
theological school affords many
advantages which
are very important to students
during their prepara-

tory course.

The special

work of the

or Side, Rhenma-

Bilious Colic,

Neuralgia, Chol-

. era, Dysentery, Golds, Fresh Wounds,

Buns, Sore

Throat, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
Chills and Fever.
Purely Vegetable and AN-healmg.

For Internal and External use

Prepared by CURTIS

& BROWN, No. 215 Fulton street,
sale by all druggists.

New York, and for
13t27e4thw

Liberal Offers.

school

is«to

prepate students for college, and every effort is made
to do this in as thorough
a manner as possible,
Expenses are moderate./
Send for catalogue.

A.M.JONES, Sec

ILLIAM

competent

HB

°

SEMINARY.

weeks
J

COTTON,

will

A.

commence
i

B., Principal,

Mon.
!

with

Assissants,

The tuition will be as usual.
For further particulars address the Principal.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 5, 1874.

Address,

Lini

:

Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.

selling our

Family

0

one week.
Monday Feb. 1, 1875,
Friday, April 9, 1875.
two weeks.
:

Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875.
For further particulars, Apply to the Principal,

LAPHAM

1

Household

;

Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874.

NORTHWOOD

MENT is the best remedy in the world for the follow!
ing complaints, viz.: Cramp in the Limbs and Stom-

eight

Four terms of

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 24, 1874,

ART

yl
3

in

INSTITUTION.

Six Togular courses for both sexes.

Sm13

stamp.

©

’

HAMPTON

associates,

EMPEY PEIN UNEON, New Bedford Mass,
The

SEMINARY.

744 Broadway, N.Y,

Catalogue send

fi, 18

Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
J.8. GARDNER, Prin.
Whitestown; Oneida Co., N.Y.

goods.
We have work and money for all men and
women, whole or spare time, at home or traveling.
The grandest hanes os offered, Samples 2 gents,

|LLUSTRATED

March

summer term will commence Marc

The next term of ten
Yat, August 31,1874,

For

saloons

The Institution® ond of the largest and¥best

Gem Chromos for 10 cents, and béautiful catalogue
of ~i'k Book Varkers free,
3

for Agents to make a living that are not

billiard

the State.

They can be transferred instantly to any article as
to iwitate the most beautiful painting.
Also)

& CO.,

or

Pho Vihe

WHITESTOWN
THE

OF TRANSFERRING PICTURES, with
instructions and catalogue sent free for 10 ¢fs., 100
for 50 cts. They are Heads. Landscapes, Flowers,
| Autumn Leaves, Animals, Birds, Insects, &c.

BALDWIN

liquors

SpRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For turther particulars, address,
“
Rev. G. 8, BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

:

BEAUTIFUL

no

WINTER TERM opens

For Council Blufis, Omaha and California,
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Palace
Drawing
Room and . Sleeping Cars through to
Coungil Blufs.
For
St. Paul
apd
Minneapolis,
Two
through trains daily, with Puliman Palace Cars attached on both trains.
.
een Bay and Lake Superior,
Two
, with Pollut Palace Car's-gttathed.
and runninhrough to
Marquette.
:
For Milwaukee, Four through trains daily
Pullman Cars oNpight trains.
:
For WinonaMud points in Minnesota,
One
through train daily.
;
’
yy
’

DECALCOMANIA,

having

The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment oY its work, Prol.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently entered into a eontraet with the
Trustees to condnet it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
CALENDARS
FALL TERM opens Aug.
“26, 1873,—ends Nov, 21.

On the arrival of the trains from the East or South,
the trains of the Chicago and North-Western Railway leave CHICAGO as follows :

10

SEMINARY,

ductive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in-

California, and fhe Pacific Slope. =
&

close

The location of this stitution at Evansville, Wis. >
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, pro-

competitor in the country. If is eminently the favorire route with Chicagoansfraveling west, north’
or north-west, and is acknoyfledged by the travel
ing public to be the
populaj line for all points in
Northern Illinois, Wisconsfi, Minnesota, Northern
Michigan, Dakota, Wester
Iowa, Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Nevada,
.

5th. and close
June 15th,

WM.
REED,
Ridgeville, Ind.

ant and comfortWest, and has no

mn

J

pen

For Catalegue, addvess the Seerelars)

aré made up of elegant new
Pullman Palace
Drawing Room
and Sleeping Coaches, luxurious Day
Coaches, and pleasant lounging and smoking cars.
The cars are all equipped with the celebrated
Miller
Safety Platform, and patent Buffers and Couplings,
Westinghouse
Safety Air Brakes, and every other
appliance that has been devised for the salety of
passenger trains. All traing
ave run by telegraph.
n a word, this GREAT
has the best and

NORTH

|

INSTITUTE,
SCITUATE,R.

I. -

HIS Iastitutio furnishas Colleze Preparatory
Eaglish and S:ieatifiz, anl Ladies’ Collegiate

course of’ study.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
ARTHUR G. MOULTON,A. B., Principal.
MissAbbie E. Jenness, Preceptress.ASSISTANTS.
Mr.M. E. Burnham,

Miss O. A. Angel.

Mrs. J.

Steere, (music).
CALENDAR.
Spring Term begins March 22,1875,
For further particulars address
the
North Scituate, R. I.

BATES

Principal,
tf 45

COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.

FALL TERM, 1874.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connect
ed with Bates College begins Thursday, August 20th.
For further information address the President, O. B,

Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, LewisJ. A. HOWE, Sec.

that these offers will be met in the same spirit of on, Maine.

liberality and enterprisein which they are made,
and thus
secured.

willa greatly increased patronage be
The price of our -books is twenty per

"AUSTIN
CENTER

:

REV.

ACADEMY.

STRAFFORD,

N. H.

5. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal.

Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth

College,

superior scholar, an experienced and successtul
cent. lower than similar books can be purchased ateacher,
with competent Assistants.
Summer Term begins May 11,1875,
Rooms and
elsewhere, but some of them are now put at a board
in private families at reasonable rates.
still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and A¥-Free tuitioty to students who have the ministry

wish to
good.

place them

where they

will be doing

in view.
For further information address the Principal or,
WARREN F038, Secretary.

Center Straffowl, March 18, 1875.

As we pay postage on

the Star and

other pa-

PIKE

pers hereafter, will not the friends of these pub

We contintte our offer to. clubs as follows:
Any subscriber to the Morning Star, who will
furnish the naméof a New

eng, can

have

the

two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,
strictly in advance,
Clubs of six or more,

SUBSCRIBERS,

ONE-THIRD

can have the Star

DEING

NEW

at $2.00 each,

SEMINARY,
CALENDAR,

Spring Term opens Msrch 16, 1875.

lications exert themselves to increase their circu.
lation.

General Examinations, June 14, 15, 18.
Anniversary, June 17.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.

This School was never in better condition for doing
thorough

work

in

Academic

mary instruction.
courses ot study.
English Course.

Instruction,

No pri-

With three carefully arranged
The Classical, Seminary and

We

are prepared to fit students for

any college in the land, or to give a thorough English
and

life.

Scientific

preparation

for

the

active

duties of

For full catalogue, address the Principal,
.
;
IRVING B. SMITH.

WEST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to studgats important and

strictly in advance,
3
No commission can be allowed on either of the

send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE. A, M., President.

above offers,and every subscriber will see the de-

LYNDON

sirableness of obtaining a new one, orof

peeuliar

advantages.

looking

The pastor
way of get-

No other Sabbath school paper in the country
has been published at so low a price as the Little Star and Myrtle,and we can not furnish:them
at the old price and pay the postage in addition.
Ten copies

or

more,

be twenty-five cents
containing less than

sent

to one

address,

will

each, while all packages
ten will be thirty" cents

each.
‘>
i
© Address, I. D, Stewart, Dover, N, H,

Academies

&c.

LEBANON ACADEMY.
W. E.PULSIFER, B. P. Principal, with’ full

board of teachers. 4 regular courses for both
sexes,
7
Spring term, of 11 weeks beging Feb. 2nd. Sum:
mer of 10 weeks begins April 27thy:
For particulurs, address
.
ELIHU HAYES, Sec, Trustees

Wi Lebanon,

For

padRular

information,

LITERARY INSTITUTION
© LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty :

after the formation of a club in every place where

ting up the clubs, and so make thé generous offer available.
2

We get fands
river, and may

3

INSTITUTE.

The ay
Fill Jan
Term will open 8 September 7th, and
Noe

you should take.

The track
is of the best steel rail, and all the appoint.
ments are first-class in Svers. réspect.
The
trains

mortgages were paid promptly.
from the Atlantic to the Missouri

Hl
©

a hundred

copies of the Star are now taken.
and friendss will choose their own

{ 1802. She early gave her heart to Jesus, od, made fo'ordler. We do the whole thing.
wad fhithful'in the
most important daly of tra
in a Targe

or

never lost a dollar. We pay
the interest promptly
semi-annually in New York
drafts.
During the
panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
bé able to referto parties of your acquaintance.
send for fall particulars.J. B. WasKINS & Co., Lawrence, Kansas,

CENTRAL

he

8

ER, 1 8 CMY: ;

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Dubuque, Waterloo, Fort Dodge, Sioux

The Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,
went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go in wisdom or safety. And we have reason to believe

AND

Vision and

Overworked
Eyes;
Watery,
Inflamed,

and

Summit, N, Y., June 14, 1875, aged 9 months.
A precious and lovely little babe, * of such 1s
the kingdom of heaven.”
Com,

Mrs. OcTAVIA M.,

A Gem worth Reading!~—A Diamond worth Seeing!

SAVE YOUR EYES. 7%

During

her sicknéss she often ex:
regi ets that she
had not openly acknowledged her faith in Christ,
who was exceedingly precious to her. She possessed
unusual
intellectual ability, and was
already a scholar of rare attainments and great
promise. Her life was one of singular sweetness
and purity, and her death is a loss to all who enfrond her acquaintance.
Com.

AS

TO

in Poland,

N. Y., March 23, 1875, aged 76 vears. Bro. Vuse
was born mm Chemung county, N. Y., in the year
1799. Inthe twenty-sixih year of his age he
rofessed religion, under the labors of Brother
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
[I’ersons wishing obitalmerter, and united with the Free
Baptist
uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
church,
For fifty years he has proved the comAll who knew
not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash | forts of the Cliristian religion,
him can testify that he rejoiced in the prosperity
equal to fen cents a line, to insure an insertion.
of God’s people.
At the time of his’ death he
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a was a member of the Ellington F. Baptist church.
His remains were carried to Cherry Creek and
single square can well be afforded to -any single
buried beside his companion, who died two
years before.
A, P. Cook,
obituary. Verses are inadmissible,

seems to have encouraged in'him a love for ger of its ceasing to be paid at all. An an- She was baptized by Rev. Calvin Champlin,
15, 1965, A
ftinded a faithful member
the deeds of Grecian heroes, he did not cient writer says: * They that make haste March
of the F. B. Suurch Sut death, Husband and
shrink from.
nticing him to a business to be rich fall into a snare,”—a fact which children,
v
n
her
partare.
Their Joss. is
which might have ‘developed & German very few Fosple learn until they are taught her gain, “Tbr depart and fon th a dst is far
by that
harsh-toned, sour-faced, but very better,”
Com.
Dickens.
“In the small hop.” he tells us, “¢ where wise old teacher, Experience.
Nancy Steere
died in Gloucester, R. I.,
Then, too, do not put all: your earnings
I was employed for five years and a half,
March 5, 1875, aged 76 years, Sister Steere was a
my occupation consisted in retailing her- into any one thing, even though it seems to worthy member of th: Free Baptist church in
rings, butter, brandy, milk, and salt, grind- be as solid as a rock. Even rocks crumble, Chepachet, having been a member near! fitty
ears. She was also a life member of the F.
ing potatoes for the still, sweeping the shop, There is nothing of an earthly character
Tn Yission Society, and had taken the Star trom its
ete, I only came into contact with the which is absolutely safe .and abiding.
first
Naturally kind hearted, with a strong
lower class of society.”
Into this shop Boston and Chicago ** fee-ppaof ” buildings | taith issue.
mn and constant love of God, she passe
went
down
like
pasteboard.
Land
deprereeled a ve'er-do-well ex-student, who, like
away trusting in Jesus,
Brothers and sisters
Porson, poured deep libations to the Muses ; ciates, banks have no money, and rogues were left to mourn, but two have already joined
and our poor shop boy spent his few pence are kindly allowed to live in order to teach her on that unseen shore, and the others hope to
her there when lile’s work is done, Bhe
on brandy lo purchase a thrice-repeated re- us not to lay up treasure npon earth, There- *¢meet
gleeps in Jesus’ Blessed sleep!
cital of some of Homer's verses, sweet fore do not carry all your eggs in one baskSTEERE died in Gloucester, R, I., May
: 2, SMITH
sounding, . though as yet unintelligible. et, nor all your money in one purse.
1870, aged 7L years.
Brother Steere had been
Do
not
trust
implicitly
to
the
names
of
a Christian
for
fifty years, and a deacon of the
‘* From that moment,” he adds, “1 never
Chepachet
ehurch
for
about
thirty years.
His
the
directors
of
a
company.
Their
financial
ceased to pray to God that by his grace I
was a standing evidence of the power of re«
might yet have the happiness to learn soundness may be beyond a question, but lite
ligion, and his
death verified the Tromie
of
Greek,” The shop-boy was released from not so the soundness of their company. We Christ to his disciples: Lo, I am with you al«
are
gorry
to
utter
this
caution.
It
shocks
us
his drudgery by What to some would have
ways, evento the end.
We miss his
friendly
brought despair,
In lifiing a cask he re- to find that many allow their names to be greetingon the Sabbath; we. miss his earnest
prayers
and
faithful
exhortations
in
our
soeial
used
as
**
Directors,”
and
thus
delude
the
ceived such internal. injuries as to be renwe miss his enlivening presence in
dered unfit for work!
Starting,at last, as public, when they know nothing of the af meetings;
our Sabbath school, but he is missed more in that

a letter

with uncommon fortitude and Christian patience.
His closing hours were full of peace, giving
abundant evidence of his acceptance with God.
We mourn, but not without hope, for in God’s
own time we expect to meet him in a hetter
land.
He leaves a wife, three sous, and three
dauzhters to cherish his memary.
Li. A. CRANDALL,

kind word of greeiing after the toils of the

duy are over, cost nothing,

MAINE

S1sTER Lucy 8., wife of Bro. Asa Parker,
died at Whitefield, N. H., April 3, 1875, aged 54
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
years.
She suffered for three mouths. Her sicktrains daily, with Pallman Cars on night train,
ness commenced with rheumatic fever, which
gave risé to a heart trouble, followed by gastric
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton,
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
fever. She had been a Christian for many years,
and closed life’s warfare triumpbandy.
A short | night train.
time before her departure she raised her hauds,
For Sioux City and Yankton,
Two trains
daily. Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.
saying, ‘I am going up to glory.”
Sue felt that
all was well and sate tor the future.
She leaves
For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.
a companion and four children to mourn their
For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, Jamesloss,
Ge H. PINKHAM,
ville, and other points, you can have from two to
ten trains daily.
Nicnoras De Mourpiep died in Mt. PleasMARVIN HUGHITT,
W.H.STENNETT,
ant, Wis., May 25, 1875, aged 56 years.
Bro. De
Gen’ Superintendent.
Gen’l Passenger Agent.
Moulpied was horn on the Isle of Guernsey.
Removingto this countey in early life, ne was
20teow

Let the day be ever so gloomy, or sunless,
{he happy smile danced like a sunbeam on

*“ It’s no secret, Doctor,”

minis-

ter, the Christian brother, or perchance the poor
stranger. He was always a member of the F. B.
church, and was bighly esteemed
by al his
brethren.
He was naturally inclined to discouragements and depressions of spirit, yet at life's
close he displuved a high degree ot confidence in
the religion be had long professed, and died in
the triumphs of faith.
These parents are deeply
mourned by a large family of sons and daughters.
May they imitate their virtues and piety and
meet them finally in heayen, »
i
:
G. 0, BowIg,

Mar

rig)
re.

LJ,
Hillsdale, Mich, June $3,187.

City, Yankton, Uouneil Blu
Omaha, Lincoln,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, San Francisco,

rendered
her counsel valuable aud her company.
desirable,
:
A
NATHANIEL S. OLIVER died in Georgetown,

Valuable Secret.

0

Plattvilte,

Mis. POLLY A: MATHER, ©

aged 74 years and two months,
Sister Oliver
professed religion in early life, and became wu
member of the C. Baptist church,
She wmaintained a consisteit and
faithful Christian walk
unto the end of life.
Gifted! by nature with a
mild, eheerful and hopeful isha} enlivened
by the sweet influences of God's gruce, made Ler
beloved by a wide cirele of frienus and acquaints
ances.
Always cheerful and hopeful, meeting
life's ills with such calm resignation, together
wilh her varied experiences and good judgment,

electric

pressive sight
of lightning playing around
the head of his visitor.” Naturally the sayage will form exalted opinions of M. de
Brazza, and the power
Lis expedition,
and will the more r&dity consent to his
proposals. ‘The application of electricity
to diplomacy” will be a subject, when M.
de Brazza returns, for scientific inquiry in
the Academy or the College of the Sorbonne.

A

She

the F.

MRS. NANCY, widow of the late Nathaniel S.
Oliver, died in Georgetown, Me., April 27, 1875,

battery in his pocket, communicating with
{wo rings on his hand, and other apparatus
disposed
about his person. When he shakes
hands with a savage chief, the son of barbarism will be astonished with an eledtric
shock running up

.

es

CALIFORNIA and the PAOIFIO OOAST. Miss LOVIN" . HAYES N ormal la classes
Rast
It rung through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music,
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
is the best, sifest, shortest, and
quickest route for
Board for clubs, either for ladies or
entlemen,
OMAHA, LINCOLN, and other points in NEBRASKA ;
from $1.50 to $2.00 per
Board in
ilies, inand for CHEYENNE,
DENVER, SALT LAKE
CIty, cluding rooms, ete., fromweek.
$2.50
to
$3.50
per
week.
VIRGINIA CITY, CARBON, SBAURAMESTO, SAN FRAN.
For further particulars, address
ecret;
gaseay and all other points west of the Missouri
Ci A, FARWELL
ver.
Pittsfield,
Me.
If you want to go to Milwaukee, Mamtowoc,
Sheboygan, De Pere, Ripon, Baraboo, Kau Claire,
1
’
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
Hudson, Stillwater, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth,
The SD
r 25Term will o pen March
Spring
Breckenridge,
Morehead, Kort Garry, Winona, ol
2d, 1875, and
A

of age, was

aptized,by Rev. T. I. Parke¥, and joined

ears, one
the ancient Janguagese

Pecuniary aid is

olis § Prauching

runs

7.

commen.
dept BYTE tt Dupreein

are open,
other omitting

through Madison,

4 jnnop

i

x

is
reached; another line starts
from Chicago and runs
Courses of Study for both sexes. College Prethrongh
Klgm and Rockiord to Freeport, and, via Darelory,
Normal, Classical, Scientific, Terms, 10
the Illinois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
8.
Dubuque, and the country
beyond, Still another
Fall term begins August
28%, 1875.
line runs almost due westward”
from Chicago, and
Winter term begins November8, 1875,
Howes through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton,
Ciinton | Spring term
8
Febraary
7, 1876.
owa),2% Cedar ; Votbidee
id
1
M arshalltown,
Grand June % 3 Summer term fsa
ril 24, 1836.
ion,
Missouri
ction, to Council Bhs
and KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. M., Principal of \
Omaha, This last-named is the
GREAT TRANS:
Greek and Chemistry,
CONTINENTAL ROURE,” and the pioneer overland line CYRUSLatin,
JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal De.
for. NEBRASKA, COLORADO, UTAH, IDAHO, MOXartment, German, Didactics, Mental
and
TANA, NEVADA,
J
oral Science,
HY
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

age:

Sister Cheney was born in Penfield, N. Y.

line it passes

/

THEOLOGICAL DEPA)
ENT OF _
HILLSDALE COLLROD:
Fe

Winona, Owatonna, 8t. Peter, Mankato,an New ougn
Ul.
and stops not until Lake
mpeska, Dakota,

where her
Com,

struction of life and property in those places.
The shock was felt at Bogota and other

@; with another
m

saved fled to the Abo
oualry and
ears, Sister Kowe was a: true woman, a
encamped.
When the news reached. Mara- faithful wife, and a beloved mother, She was an
cuibo, two steamers were sent with food earnest Christian, ever ready to share twith her
husband in’ his arduous labors, privations and
and clothing to the sufferers by the Ameri: “blessings
in the gospel of Christ, She leaves two
can consul and the people, also ‘a corps of sons and one
daughter, and many other friends
physicians and a committee to disburse, and to mourn Citi
May they all be ready to
the government soldiers to protect the peo- meet in that better and, never to'part again,
’
t
0
Davip
Moony.
le. Reports from Cayetano, Santiago,
Granite, (A otda, Cuentilla and
pi
MRS. ROXANA, wife of DT. Cheney, died of
inflitnmatory rhieumatisih,at" her home in Ch*
ristobal, allaggregating
a population o

20,000, di

ba, to Negaunee and

RiroY. aug for St. Foul and

MesS: ROWE, widow’ of Rev. Jotrthan Rowe,
died in Newburg, Nv/Hi; March 21,1875, aged

and the fires burned much property, Those

Obituaries,

very well—a happy, broad-chested king ol
Investing Money.
iron.
:
‘
But for one man whe has the resolution
to conquer a fixed habit
of overwork, ten
We shall not presume to tell our friend
die of it in the midstof their days, ~ Wt is how Lo invest his money. . Should be Jose’

gale

brought

chureh of that place. - Her rémains were

fo

Pittsburgh, seated in a light wagon, looking

Lag, Groon Bay Exe

fetter and removed to Wayland,
united With the Congregational

1873 she took a
Alligan Co., and

city, buryingin a isrgle instant 8000 people
out of ‘a population of 10,000, Several who
were not killed died frow their injuries, and
many were murdered by. robbers, who
plundered in hands. The shocks continued,

:

Western

RAILWAY.

Muir, Mich, © In the fail of

the Preshyteriahs of

i

This great corporation mow owns and
8
over two thousand miles of road. - With one ranch
it reaches Racine,
Kenosha, Milwaukee, an
the
country
north’ th
; with another line'it pushes
through Janesville Watertown, Oshkosh, pond du

when mother apd one brother found a home with

The first shock leveled every wall of the

I

Chicago and North -

3

“be ready; and as we chat in the evecing, converted in 1350 under the preaching ot Elder
aule-room be fainted, and bad to be earried of peaceful school life would have been in- I find she bas been doing many littic things Jenkins. With his warm heart and strong peradequate.
We
had
one
here
at
the
last
he could not fail to ‘win
home, Now for the first time he took his
through the day to please me, that TI can’ sonal attachments,
His death is keenly felt, and especially
case into as serious consideration as he had commencement, a mere mutilated trunk of not find itin my heart to give an unkind friends.
by the S. 8.
He was a great Bible student,
been accustomed to bestow upon iron.’ He a man, whose after-dinner speéch, with all look, to anybody.” And
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